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because your prestige impresses our foreign prospects and customers
and means better business for us, but also because we are genuinely
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whiskey of the finest quality.
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PART IV—BADEN BADEN

Early in the morning of January 15, although
the train containing the Group was scheduled to
leave Lourdes station at the hour of 7.20 a.m.,
several French officials had the courtesy to ap¬
pear
on

and to wish

us

godspeed.

The train left

arrival of the official train, a passenger train going
south drew up alongside, and within five minutes
the news of our identity had been communicated
to its French passengers, many of whom with what
seemed to us but slight regard for discretion, made
frantic V signs to us across the intervening track.

time, and before long its unwilling passengers

sampling with considerable curiosity and mis¬
giving their first German breakfast in the German
dining car. At 8.35 the train crossed the demar¬
cation line into occupied territory, where its pas¬
were

sengers—many of them for the first time—saw Ger¬
soldiers and French police sharing guard duty
at the stations.
Later in the morning, after leaving
Bordeaux station, the train clattered over the rail¬
road bridge across the Garonne, and a group of
man

Foreign Service officers and journalists who had
participated in the historical events of June, 1940,
on the city which had been
the scene of the French Government’s momentous
decision to conclude an Armistice—a decision which

gazed with melancholy

on

No further incidents worthy of mention occurred
the trip except a German lunch, a German din¬

and, next morning before reaching Strasbourg,
second German breakfast.
The train entered
Baden Baden station at 11.20 a.m. on January 16.
Busses were waiting at the station, and the members
of the Group, still under heavy military guard, were
driven to Brenner’s Park Hotel, which was to be
their enforced residence for 13 months.
ner
a

The Hotel

Provisional assignment of rooms had already
been made by the hotel management.
Luggage,

train traveling at top speed to Germany

heavy and light, arrived in the course of the after¬
noon.
In spite of the heavy German guard, three
pieces of luggage were found missing—2 boxes of
food supplies and a valuable radio, the latter almost
certainly stolen in the hotel.
The internationally famous watering resort of

and captivity.
At a station beyond Bordeaux (possibly Angouleme) the Americans had an experience showing
how sensitive were the currents of opposition to the
Germans in occupied France.
Shortly after the

typical small South German city of 27,000 inhabit¬
ants have been added in the last century, large

they—with the subjective attitude of prisoners—
felt to be the first link in the chain of cause and
effect which led to their presence under armed

guard in

a
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Baden Baden lies in the former Grand Duchv of
Baden in the first fold of the Black Forest hills as
thev emerge from the valley of the Rhine.
To a

345

INumerous courses
der the auspices

were

held

un¬

of “Badheiin
University.”
Robert Cunning¬
ham, left, Disbursing Officer
from the Embassy at Vichy, is
with his class
His pupils, all

on

accountancy.

clerks in the For¬
eign Service or special depart¬
ments, are: left to right: Leroy
Madary, Wayne Fisher, Adolphe
Jones,
Camille
Hajdu
and
Charles Hult.

Living
Charge

of apartment of
d’Affaires S. Pinkney

room

Tuck and Mrs. Tuck on the
floor of the hotel.

bathing establishments, a casino, a theater, hotels,
pensions and extensive parks. Like many of the
better hotels, Brenner’s Park Hotel faces

a narrow

street, but its western side overlooks a narrow gar¬
den of its own which is separated by a mountain
brook {the Oos) from the Lichtenthal Allee—a

public park famous for its old and beautiful shade
trees.

Upon

arrival, members of the Group were
allowed not only the use of the hotel garden, which
comprises about 2% acres, and the gardens of the
Hotel Stephanie (which is under the same manage¬
ment as the Park Hotel and lies adjacent to it) but
also were permitted during certain hours of the
day to walk in the Lichtenthal Allee across the
brook. The use of the public park was withdrawn
after a week, the German authorities explaining that
complaints had been received from the local popula¬
our

tion that there were more Americans in their fa¬
vorite park than Germans.
In April, when a part
of the Stephanie Hotel was opened, the use of its

gardens

likewise forbidden us, and the Group
was reduced for its
unsupervised exercise to the
small garden of the Brenner’s Park Hotel itself.
346

was

third

a large first-class hotel
of its kind in watering places,
stresses comfort rather than luxury.
The public
rooms were large and overlooked the garden as did
most of the bedrooms. The latter were of good size,
well lighted and suitably furnished. The bedrooms
overlooking the Oos had for the most part private

Brenner’s Park Hotel is

which, like

many

baths and balconies. The least comfortable rooms,
and they were not numerous, faced on the street
and were without baths. There was abundant hot
water all year long, and with the exception of a few
rooms in the coldest weather, the hotel was comfort¬

ably heated in winter. Although most of the rooms
were made available for the
reserved for Dr. Schlemann,

Americans, some were
his wife, children and

secretary, the French and Swiss representatives,
police officers and certain old servants of the hotel.
As the Group was increased by the arrival of
Quakers, Mennonites and American Consular per¬
sonnel from Tunis, the room situation became acute,
and certain additional

rooms

were

made available

by the management by the assignment of rooms in
the town to Gestapo guards. One small room was
left unoccupied so that it might serve as an ironing
Thic American Foreign Service Journal

German career diplomat
Counselor of Legation
Dr.
Schleemann, left,
in

was

charge of

the

official American group
in detention in Baden
Baden. He is shown in
front of Brenner’s Park
Hotel with Swiss dele¬
gate Gabriel Naville and
the latter’s wife.

room

for the

women.

Immediately

upon

ar¬

rival, Mr. Tuck appointed

Dining Room Gommitwhich organized the
seating of tables in ac¬

a

tee,

cordance

with

the

ex¬

pressed wishes of the in¬
dividual internees,

and the

Group sat down to its first
meal in Germany.
The
dining room staff was
adequately large and, with the exception of four
Germans at the top of the hierarchy, entirely com¬
posed of foreign waiters, principally French. Ap¬
pointments and service, except for insistence on
punctuality at meal hours, were those of a first-class
hotel: clean linen, bright silverware, small tables
and correctly uniformed waiters. Relations with the
German head waiters, all of whom had had con¬
siderable international experience, were cordial and
with the foreign waiters, particularly the French,
friendly.
Food
The food, however, was on a different level.
Dr. Schlemann informed Mr. Tuck at the beginning
of our stay that the German Government had pro¬
vided that we should be served one-half more than
the standard ration of German civilians not enjoy¬

six times during our stay. Vege¬
tables in the winter months consisted of nothing hut

egg per person

cabbage in various forms, carrots, turnips, Jeru¬
salem artichokes and other even less appetizing
winter roots. In the summer months, some attempt
was made to obtain fresh vegetables, but they never
appeared in the quantity and with the frequency to
which Americans are accustomed.
In view of the
small amount of meat and the doubtful quality of
the vegetables, potatoes, which were served in un¬
limited quantities, became the backbone of the

Group’s diet. They were varied about once a week
at meatless meals by macaroni or gnocchi in some
form. The only limit on the consumption of the
common black bread of Germany was the ability
of the individual stomach

to

absorb it.

One white

roll, weighing approximately 50

ration, he asked that these quantities be fur¬
nished him, but this was refused by order of Berlin.

grams and five
served to each person
daily at breakfast. Desserts consisted in the great
majority of puddings made of powders created by
the German genius for ersatz.
When frozen, the
powders were called ice cream. Whenever pastry
appeared, it was good. In summer the hotel made

He

a

ing special privileges.

The exact quantities

made known to Mr. Tuck,
when the possibility existed of a

never

and at

one

were

time,

reduction in the

meat

was

told, however, that the meat ration

was

fixed

825 grams per person per week, and this ratio
was, to the best of his knowledge and belief, main¬
at

tained.
Cold storage

fish,

fish and,

once

in

a great

while fresh

served about twice a week. Venison,
which if it can be found enjoys in Germany a fa¬

water

was

vored

position in the rationing system, afforded a
pleasant though infrequent supplement. Poultry,
in the form of

July, 1944

roast

duck,

was

served

once,

and

one

miniscule butter pats were

certain effort to obtain fresh

fruit, but in winter

(except for a few oranges in 1943) even an occa¬
sional apple was a rarity.
“Afternoon tea,” a meal consisting of black
bread, jam, sugar and an ersatz beverage, was
served every afternoon in the salon, but over half
the Group drew jam and sugar rations and took
its afternoon meal—everyone was hungry by five
o’clock—in the bedrooms.
A further drawback to the hotel food

was

its
347

preparation. Only an excessive penchant for fair¬
might suggest that the enforced guests, after
years of residence in France, were over critical.
All agreed that even with the available raw mate¬
ness

rials,

poor as

have

been

everything

better showing could
exception of meat,
prepared carelessly and without

they

made.
was

were, a

With the

imagination.
As the Swiss representatives assigned to the
Group at different times agreed that the food, in
quantity and preparation, was above the average
served in good German hotels, the internees con¬
tented themselves with the thought that they fared
better than the enemy in whose midst they lived.
The beverages which were supplied without
charge by the hotel consisted of ersatz coffee, pre¬
sumably made from a roasted rye base, ersatz tea,
reported to be made of apple skins, a tiny pot of
skimmed milk at breakfast and tea, the almost non¬
alcoholic beer of wartime Germany, mineral water
and a form of sweet pop. The question of wine will
he discussed later.

packages was an extremely depressing one.
Normally enough, the Americans attempted to make
up for the missing proteins by absorbing large
quantities of less nutritive foods, and whereas the
war

effect of this bulk diet upon persons

with strong

digestions resulted only in lowered vitality, indi¬
viduals with delicate digestive apparatus began to
experience serious gastric disorders. The arrival
of the Red Cross packages, which as the Department
is aware, contained meat, cheese, milk, fish, choc¬
olate, margarine and other items of high protein
and vitamin content, permitted members of the
Group to regulate their diet and to absorb the hotel
food in lesser bulk.
Dr. Stuart is of the opinion
that after the arrival of the American Red Cross

packages (and special packages for invalids sup¬
plied by the British Red Cross) there was no actual
shortage of food materials, but as poor quantity
and preparation of hotel food continued, acute
digestive upsets were not uncommon, and several
new cases of gastric ulcers appeared.
The Red Cross packages were received through
the International Red Cross in Geneva and were
the regular packages destined for American prison¬
ers of war.
The International Red Cross decided
that each member of the Group should receive a
once everv two

weeks, and this regime

was

maintained throughout our stav in Baden Baden
with the exception of a 6 weeks jaeriod when a

shipment
348

was

made available in

special distributions. Mr. Tuck
delegated to Mr. Sparrow and his American Red
Cross associates the responsibility for the receipt
and distribution of these packages.
Although a few persons had brought with them
from France small food stocks, the arrival of Red
Cross packages placed everyone in possession of
supplies which, although they could be consumed
for the most part without preparation, raised for
the first time the question of cooking. As the use
of electric stoves was strictly forbidden in the
rooms,

the Maitre d’Hotel offered to have prepared

for individual tables such food from
was

delivered

to

packages

as

him, and in general the kitchen

staff acquitted themselves reasonably of this task.
There was no limit on the amount of potatoes the
hotel would furnish gratis, and corn beef hash and
French fried potatoes prepared with Red Cross

margarine,

were

the hotel there

favorite items. On each floor of
a serving pantry with two gas

was

prepare food to eat
made increasing use of these pan¬
tries until the hotel management, on the grounds of

plates, and guests wishing to

As may be imagined from this cursory account
of the food served by the hotel the five weeks period
that elapsed between our arrival and the distribu¬
tion of the first American Red Cross prisoner-of-

package

difficulties, the missing packages being subsequently

delayed because of transportation

in their

rooms

insufficient dishwashing staff and limited amount of
crockery, glasses and silverware, put a stop to this
practice. However, facilities were offered in the
hotel kitchen itself during the quiet period of the
afternoon for such persons as

wished

to

do their

cooking. This, while practicable for the mak¬
ing of iams, jellies, pickles and other preserves, in
view of the hours available proved inconvenient
for the preparation of meals eaten in the rooms,
and, after the abolition of the pantries, the illegal
use of electric stoves in the rooms became general.
The hotel management, in spite of numerous formal
own

protests

which

were

dulv reproduced in English and
notice board, made no real

on the public
effort to suppress it.

posted

The poor

quality and lack of variety of the hotel

food, and the arrival of Red Cross supplies with
cooking facilities, legal and illegal, gave rise to a
of home cooking. The dining room on Friday
and Sunday evenings, on which the leanest fare
could be expected downstairs, was never more than
half full, and appetizing odors emerged from every
other bedroom door. American ingenuity and love
of variety, combined with French imagination and
wave

experience, resulted in the creation of many dishes,
most of them to be cooked on tiny electric stoves,
and, on the anniversary of our arrival at Baden
Baden, a collection was made of such recipes, which
ranged from corn beef hash to tomato chutney,
chocolate candv and after dinner mints, and pre¬
sented to Mrs. Tuck in book form.
1 To
further relieve the dietary

tedium and the

The American Foreign Service Journal

“Chancery” of diplo¬
matic group was in¬
stalled in a writing
room
on
the main
floor. Former Charge
d’Aflfaires S. Pinkney
Tuck is seated on a
sofa discussing prob¬
lems with Secretary
of
Embassy Tyler

Thompson, Adminis¬
trative Officer.

craving for fresh fruits and vegetables, considerable
efforts were made by individual internees to collect
natural foods, neglected by the population of Baden,
at the playing field or in the course of walks.
Huge
quantities of snails were collected in season on the
slower walks and strolls, and

deliciously prepared
by the hotel with garlic and Red Cross margarine.
The Sportplatz was so devastated of its dandelions
that

at

the time

we

received confirmation of

departure, dandelion fans

were

our

shaking their heads

the crop expectancy for 1944.
The hills around Baden Baden are covered with
wild raspberries and blackberries, and for a period
of two months at least half the organized walks
over

of tlie latter

Alcoholic Beverages
Wines and liquors are very rare in Germany,
their production being limited by the wartime need
of industrial alcohol, and largely reserved for offi¬
cial use. Shortly after our arrival, the hotel man¬

agement

announced that it had arranged to receive

white Alsatian or Moselle wine in quantities suffi¬
cient to serve one-half bottle per person per week,
and on Saturday night this quantity of wine ap¬

peared

on

the dinner table. The hotel management,

however, must have received considerably

more

summer,

occasionally
possible to induce the dining room staff, through
various forms of blandishment, to produce extra
bottles for private parties. The quality of the wine
was generally poor: not over 2 years old, thin and

was

sour.

were

arranged

as races to

the berry patch,

a

frantic
A
late

hour of picking, and return races to the hotel.
few field mushrooms were found during the

and in the autumn considerable interest
aroused in the collection of cepes (edible bo¬

letus), whose different varieties were not uncom¬
mon in the pine forests. Upon returning from these
walks a self-appointed committee of experts, gen¬

erally including
two

ladies,

a

chef met
rooms which

tel
I

The largest individual crop
exceeded 50 ripe tomatoes.

tomatoes.

American amateur botanist,
member of the Gestapo and the ho¬
to eliminate any non-edible mush¬
had been picked by ignoramuses or
an

fanatics. Although apples and
ground

pears

lying

on

the

strictly reserved in wartime Germany
for collection by school children, adult members
of the Group made frequent raids on isolated fruit
trees and returned proudly to the hotel with bulging
bandanas under the indulgent eye of the accom¬
panying Gestapo guard. Enterprising balcony gar¬
deners, while confining themselves for the most part
to flowers, also produced, in understandably small
quantities, parsley, egg plant, cress, lettuce and
are
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wine than it served

officially,

as

it

was

Its alcoholic content, however, was normal,
and because of being served so seldom had an
hilarious effect on the heads of the internees on

Saturday night, and on Sunday morning a distress¬
ing effect on their stomachs. On three or four occa¬
sions red wine—a thin Baden variety or a richer
Bulgarian wine—was served, but generally the wine
was

thin,

Moselle.

sour

The cellar of the hotel
of

having been exhausted
spirits. Dr. Schlemann made an arrangement

through official channels for the occasional delivery
of spirits for the Group.
Persons classified as
drinkers received one-half bottle (35 centileters)
at each distribution, and distributions averaged
once a month.
Depending on the source of supply,
German brandy, Kirschwasser, Zwetschenwasser or
various sweeter

liqueurs of the Bols label

{Continued

on

page

were

dis-

378)
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THE PROS

MAKE

Editorial from The

Coiiiiiieiit

BETTER DIPLOMATS

Saturday Evening Post,

June 3, 1944
The other day a member of Congress said he was
afraid we were going to get a “diplomat’s peace”
instead of the “people’s peace” that we have been

promised. This is like saying that instead of “peo¬
ple’s groceries,” we are getting “grocer’s groceries,”
or that
“people’s medicine” has been subordinated
to

“doctor’s medicine.”

In other words, most peo¬

ple who talk about the wickedness of diplomats and
the necessity of the people taking over diplomacy
for themselves do not understand that diplomacy
is not necessarily better for the people when it is
practiced by ardent but incompetent amateurs than
when it remains in the hands of professionals.
a matter of fact, history pretty well proves that

professionals

serve

As
the

the people better than the tyros

do.

This is not to
like doctors and
to force them to

deny that professional diplomats,
lawyers, need an occasional prod
adapt their routine to new social

That goes without saying, but, however
change it, diplomacy is a job for people who

patterns.
you

business.
Some critics of Secretary
Hull’s diplomacy ignore this. They appear to think
that diplomacy is a failure if it is not continuously

know their

haranguing countries for not being “democratic,”
and if it does not produce at least one new enemy
every day. Diplomatic pressure has succeeded in
reducing German imports of Spanish wolframite
to a fraction of what they have been, but there is a
great howl because one part of the bargain was to
permit Spain to buy some extra oil. Similarly, the
State Department is denounced for “appeasement”
because it has used diplomacy instead of epithets,
to support military invasion.
Pressure on Turkey
to cut down sales of chrome to Germany, on Sweden
to reduce exports of ball bearings to Germany, on
the Argentine to co-operate in watching the overseas
operations of German-controlled firms—all this pays
off in the lives of Allied soldiers.

But

our

ideolo¬

gists will never be satisfied with the solid accom¬
plishments of diplomacy, because diplomacy is not
demogoguery.
Before everything else, the trained diplomat needs
patience. He must reconcile himself to the fact that,
as Harold Nicolson wrote of the old diplomatist, “if
he failed to foresee the war, he is
called a fool;
if he did foresee the rvar, he is
considered a
.

.

knave.”
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Equally, the professional diplomat must

some fundamental suspicions which the ideo¬
logical enthusiast regards as almost treasonable.
When a diplomat learns, for example, that Russia
and Japan have reached an agreement giving Japan
less oil from Sakhalin Island, he must stifle that

retain

the pos¬
sibility that the agreement may have extended be¬
yond oil. The diplomat is aloof from the hates and
dotings which bemuse most of us, because be never
forgets that strategy and self-interest are far safer
guides to policy than transient partnership in the
cheer and retain in the back of his head

same

wars.

you like about the evils of State De¬
cooky pushers and Eoreign Office scone
shovers, the fact remains that the best of them are
professionals in a trade which calls for patience,
suavity, reliability, coolness and a faint dash of
cynicism. These qualities are more likely to be
found in even the greenest professional diplomat

Say what

partment

than in the earnest fellows who denounce him for

making too few enemies for his country

.

THE USES OF DIPLOMACY

Editorial from the New York Times,

May 6, 1944

thoughts are fixed on the
it is a relief to per¬
win bloodless vic¬
Spain has come in
for considerable criticism on the part of literary
belligerents, who urged that the only way to deal
with the Franco Government was to fight it, pre¬
sumably with the forces left over after we had
cleaned up Italy and invaded western Europe, for
the advocates of drastic action to curb Spanish aid
to the Nazis were equally impatient at every delay
in opening the so-called “second” front. Ambassa¬
dor Carlton Hayes was the special target of this
firing from the sidelines. Although he had a long
record in New York as a vigorous exponent of
democracy and an active worker in the cause of
religious and racial tolerance, it might have been
At

a

time when

our

supreme test of military power,
ceive that diplomacy can still
tories. American policy toward

assumed from some of the attacks on him that he
Madrid on a self-appointed mission of ap¬

went to

the Franco regime.
of course, that Ambassador Hayes
was sent to Spain by President Roosevelt to stop
the help the Franco regime was rendering to the
Nazis by its policy of benevolent neutrality. His
dealings with the Spanish Government, and particu¬
larly with the Foreign Minister, Count Jordana,
peasement to

The fact is,

{Continued

on page

370)
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Pending Legislation of !§peeial Interest
to the Foreign Service
By Laurence C. Frank, Chief, Division of Foreign Service Administration
In view of the considerable discussion of the subject, attention is called to that portion of the following
article which refers to the proposed recruitment of specialists from outside the Service. Officers will
doubtless be interested to note that the pending legislation has been amended so that the provisions of
the section in question will expire not later than 12 months after the effective date of the act, or 6 months

after the cessation of hostilities, whichever shall

ON February 29, 1944, there wasForeign
introduced
and
Affairs,

referred to the Committee on
H. R. 4282, a Bill “To amend the Act entitled ‘An
Act for the acquisition of buildings and grounds in

of the Government of the
approved May 7, 1926,
as emended, to permit of the sale of buildings and
grounds and the utilization of proceeds of such sale
in the Government interest,” which was designed to
overcome practical difficulties of operation experi¬
enced by the Foreign Buildings Office of the De¬
partment incident to the protection and improve¬
ment of the Government’s holdings abroad.
foreign countries for

use

United States of America’,

there was introduced in the
Congress and referred to the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, H. R. 4311, a Bill “To authorize the ap¬
pointment of two additional Assistant Secretaries
of State,” to facilitate the conduct of foreign rela¬
tions and share in policy determinations while
giving supervision in the national interest to various
of the activities of the Department.
Both H. R. 4282 and H. R. 4311 were recently
On March 2, 1944,

occur

first.—The Editors.

The Service will be
revised

particularly interested in this
Bill, which provides, briefly: (1) for more

adequate compensation for the administrative, fiscal
and clerical personnel of the Service and makes
provision for administrative promotions of such
personnel in accordance with the laws prescribed
for Civil Service personnel; (2) for the recruitment
for foreign duty of special, technical and scientific
personnel and their integration into the Foreign
Service; provided, however, that the authorization
permitting appointments to be made from among
the special, technical and scientific personnel tem¬
porarily employed as officers of the Foreign Service
during the war emergency is to expire not later
than 12 months after the effective date of the Act,
or 6 months after cessation of hostilities, whichever
first shall occur; f3) for the detail for special duty
of qualified technical personnel of any department

perform special work to meet special
Plan H, and
discharge the
great majority of these special workloads with which
or

agency to

needs agreeable to Reorganization
which will be the vehicle utilized to

calendar of the House after

our

Service is bound

hearings conducted by the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, and were passed over without prejudice at
the request of Congressman W. Sterling Cole of
the 27th District, New York. Under an agreed sus¬
pension of the rules, these measures were considered
by the House on June 19th, and again were passed
over without prejudice.
On March 2, 1944, there was likewise introduced
H. R. 4312, a Bill “To amend the Act entitled
‘An Act for the grading and classification of clerks
in the Foreign Service of the United States of
America, and providing compensation therefor,’

war

period, if not earlier; (4) for the elimination

reached

on

the

consent

approved February 23, 1931, as amended.” Hear¬
ings were conducted by the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, as a result of which this Bill, in which I
believe the Service will be primarily interested, was
reintroduced as H. R. 4902, under date of May 31,
1944, and referred to the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, from which it is expected it will be favor¬
ably reported to the Congress within the next ten
days.
July, 1944

to

be confronted in the post¬

of the restriction to preclude the advancement of the
Chief of the Division of Foreign Service Personnel
from becoming a minister or ambassador; 15) for
the elimination of the percentage limitations which
have restricted class promotions as rapidly as is
to be desired and is warranted by the individual
records of Service personnel; and 16) that the
Director of the newly created Office of the Foreign
Service shall be assigned from among officers of
the Foreign Service; all with the purpose of assur¬

ing

a

Foreign Service adequately equipped to deal

with the broadened scope of international affairs.
The Bill is presently entitled “A Bill to enable
the Department of State, pursuant to its responsibil¬
ities under the Constitution and statutes of the

United States, more effectively to carry out its pre¬
scribed and traditional responsibilities in the for¬

eign field; to strengthen the Foreign Service per¬
mitting fullest utilization of available personnel
(Continued

on

page

392)
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of the American

Americanization

By Magdalena Petit

The United
generally thought
of Babel,
as the
symbolStates
of theiscosmopolis,
kind of
a

very

melting pot in which Jews, Czechs, Germans, Scan¬
dinavians, Italians, Poles and other emigrants move
about and the only thing American about them is

a

citizenship paper and the jabbering of
language. But this
judgment is erroneous
their

perfectly sui generis,

a

American. The ar¬
dent desire for freedom
and for getting rich
true

of

a land
prom¬
ise where no one is pre¬

quick in

It is
others
invited

of

one

of the component

up an American, that
in this land, namely,

elements which make
is of those who first settled
the English colonists who

immediately imposed their language on subsequent
As a matter of fact they have not only
imposed their language but, since the harmonious
community living of persettlers.

a com¬

mon

because the American is

ence

always interesting to see ourselves as
us and consequently the Journal
the Chilean authoress, Magdalena
Petit, who came to the United States at the
invitation of the State Department, to express
for

our

see

readers

of such diverse ori¬

sons

some

of her views.

vented from bettering
himself
and
attaining
the highest offices continually created among those
newcomers
from most varied countries a cer¬
tain moral unity, without taking into consideration
the fact that the powerful forces of the land, of that
most inclement climate, would tend to make them
brothers by impressing upon the body and soul of
each one marks of fortitude. But what seems to
have been a most decisive factor in the transforma¬
tion of the foreigner into an American is the influ-

gin required rapid adap¬
tation to certain common
standards of living, these

standards were slowly
and quietly dictated by
that group of English de¬
scent
was

whose

that of

tocracy

authority

felt, intangibly, like
a

kind of aris¬

already in possession of the country; and,

in order to be considered
to

imitate this

Americans, the others had
aristocracy, to be as much like it as

possible.
Indeed the American “Type” was not brewed
haphazardly in the melting pot; there was a for¬
mula, just as there is for moulding the character
of a man as, for example, when a father teaches
his young son the ideal manly attribute expressed
in the maxim; “a man does not
cry,” so
that the child will form the habit of
in

acting
manly way.
The problem of how the Americaniza¬
a

tion of this nation would be effected

was

clearly one day when I was walk¬
ing along 6th Avenue in New York and I
was
obliged to stop to witness an unexpect¬
put to me

ed

street scene.

Here it is necessary to ex¬

plain, for a better understanding of the
episode which I am about to describe, that
in the United States people usually walk
along the street rapidly or they stop to chat
about terrible happenings, and yet their
gestures are always moderate and their
voices calm. That is the reason why, terri¬
fied at the sight of a crazy man who was
coming along supported by two men, I took

“.

.

.

man

terrified at the sight of a crazy
who was coming along sup¬

ported by
nearby in
store,
the
Chile

we

I took refuge
that typical American
five-and-ten which in

two men,

would call ‘Todo

a

cuaren-

SPETHAL"
often in cafeterias or other
restaurants
some
one
asks for a
.

/ODAY

.

piece of pie and a glass of milk, for
example, and then after scarcely
tasting the pie and leaving the milk
almost untouched, go away.”

hPPiE PIE lot

refuge nearby in that typical American
store, the five-and-ten which in Chile we
would call “Todo a cuarenta,”"' and 1 wait¬
ed behind the door until they should pass.

Suddenly 1 realized that there was no such
crazy man and, laughing at my stupid mis¬
take, I ventured forth behind a group of
people in order to observe him better; the
one

whom 1 had taken for

was

only

a
crazy fellow
Italian who had just arrived
from the country of Latin exuberance and
verbosity, and his companions were Italian-

an

Americans who had been made forever ex¬
uberant by the peaceful climate and at¬

mosphere of the United States. The new¬
who looked more like a diplomat
than an ordinary fellow, stopped every min¬
ute without noticing that he was
disturbing
traffic and, gazing from side to side with
his eyes almost out of his head, kept re¬
peating to his tranquil witnesses: “to me to me,
by heavens,” and at every “to me, he pound¬
ed his chest expressively so that there should not
be any doubt that it was to him that
somebody
had dared to say or do something or other. His
comer,

exuberant companions answered him in per¬
fect Italian but among themselves they exchanged
sentences in an English that was truly American.
I imagine that the only thing American about them
two

was

the fact that

but in

Just

an

as

doubtedly

they

were

born in this country,

Italian home.
in the case of inebriates, there is also

un¬

God for writers, a God who collects for
them the events which they need in order to explain
things to themselves, or who places in their hands
the book whose information promises to be useful
to

a

them.

He favored

me

on

this occasion with

conversation which I had with
of the incident on 6th Avenue.

a

girl

as

a

tbs result

With this mania of mine that behind every Ameri¬
there is “something else,” I had asked that kind
interlocutress what her parentage was. Although I
know that such a question always makes a bad im¬

can

pression in this country where

everyone is trying
nothing else, I take the lib¬
erty of asking it because they also question me in
that respect and they learn much more of me. Well,
perhaps understanding my almost professional need
to find out, the girl in question
replied to me that
to

be “American” and

*“Anything for forty.”
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/
her parents were Austrians and she confessed to me
that when she was a child she felt ashamed of this
and all her efforts were directed towards appearing
American. She added that the same thing
to all the children of foreigners who were obsessed
with the idea of becoming Americans as quickly as

happened

we are,” an eminent
we are, that is, what
we wish to be; and, in order to attain it, no sacrifice
will be left unmade, just as in the case of the Chi¬
nese woman who tortures herself with shoes which
will deform her feet, thus making her “distin¬

possible. “We become what
psychologist asserts. What

guished.”
Without my thinking about it, the God of the
writers had made me notice often in cafeterias or
other restaurants that some one asked for a piece of

pie and a glass of milk, for example, and then after
scarcely tasting that pie and leaving the milk almost
untouched, went away. But I believed that these
cases were pure coincidences when I observed them
until one day the comment of a woman seated at a
nearby table corroborated what I had noticed:
“these Americans are spendthrifts,” she said in
French to her companion, criticising something
which was not explained and which I finally began
to understand. “Did you see,” she continued, “they
ask for bread with their meals and then they do not
touch it; if they are not going to eat it why do they
waste the five cents that it costs?” ( five cents equals
(Continued

on

page

392)
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Concerning the Anx^iliarjr
By Walton C. Ferris, Division of Foreign Service Personnel

231.HWobhway,t

The current
about5 theof Foreign
Serv¬
Auxiliarydiscussion
and section
the proposed

ice
amendment to the Moses-Linthicum

Act,

appears to

significance considerably beyond the immedi¬
ate issues. The broader aspects can, it is believed,
be clearly visualized only by placing current ques¬
tions in their historical setting, and by mentioning

have

some

facts from the records of the Office of For¬

eign Service Administration. One is reminded of
Cardinal Newman’s saying: “One need not dispute;

only define.”
the Foreign Service
Auxiliary, it will be well to search for a definition
of the Foreign Service itself which will be suitable
for present purposes. This one might do: it is the
need not prove; one need
Before endeavoring to define

one

of the United States Government which has
been evolved by the American people during the
first half of the 20th century in order to handle
their foreign relations problems during this period.
The so-called career principle became inevitable and
arm

indispensable, as those problems grew too large and
complex for the political patronage system previ¬
ously prevalent. As conditions and tasks in this
field alter, with changes in the international posi¬
States, the evolution of the For¬
eign Service will continue, in response to the basic
tion of the United
laws of political
tion seems to be

evolution. One rule of such evolu¬
that, if

an

old institution becomes

rigid and incapable of change, others grow up and
push it aside.
The Foreign Service Auxiliary is the device in¬
vented by the Department of State in the spring of
1941, in order to help the Foreign Service meet the
new demands made on it during World War II—
some of them already visible at that time, and some
only dimly foreseen.
In this connection, three questions should be
stated and answered:
were the
the

new

demands?

did the Department decide to expand
Foreign Service in order to meet such demands?
in detail, were the new demands met?

New demands made upon

the Foreign Service dur¬

ing World War II.

The first types

of

new

demands encountered dur¬

ing World War H are not very pertinent to the
Auxiliary problem, but they may be briefly men¬
354

background: protection of foreign inter¬
exchange of prisoners of war, Red Cross liai¬
son, evacuation of American citizens from war
zones, increasingly complicated visa and refugee
problems, etc. These demands arose early during
the war period, and created little call for additional
personnel, except in the Department of State it¬
self. Extra Foreign Service Officers needed at of¬
tioned for
ests,

fices whose work

was

increased

were,

for the most

drawn from offices that had been closed or
whose work had decreased. (Many provincial con¬
sulates shrank, as combined offices in the capitals
expanded.)
The spring of 1941, however, brought demands
of a different character. On May 2, 1941, the Presi¬
dent proclaimed a state of “unlimited emergency.”
The Lend-Lease Act had been signed on March 11,
1941. These occurrences had, as everyone knows,
profound consequences in the detailed development
of American foreign policy. It is less clearly real¬
ized that the resulting changes in the personnel and
administration of the civilian foreign relations es¬
tablishment* were no less profound.
The scope and volume of our government’s foreign
business were at once vastly expanded. Not only
part,

was

much of the normal business increased in vol¬

direct result of the

emergency; but three
subjects were added, each of which
brought needs for new personnel:
1. The supplying of materials, under the LendLease Act, to the United Kingdom and other coun¬
tries eligible to receive them; this in turn involving
the procurement of raw materials required in the
manufacture and processing of Lend-Lease goods.
2. The control of exports, and of the flow of
funds, to Axis countries and to certain neutrals;
this activity becoming economic warfare work after
ume, as a

brand-new

the United States entered the war.
3. The control of information released

to

the

distributed abroad in other ways, concern¬
ing the United States and its foreign policies and
(following our entry into the war) its participation
in military, naval, and air warfare. Cultural rela¬
tions work, although different, was in the same gen¬
eral field and developed at about tbe same time.
press, or

*This expression is used to indicate the total civilian person¬
sent abroad by U. S. Government agencies, “The Foreign
Service of the United States” being only one part of the total.

nel
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Why did the Department of State decide to expand
the Foreign Service in order to meet these de¬
mands?
our foreign policy
foreign commitments came
serious, and sometimes bit¬
ter public debate on the highest political level. The
debate and its results were beyond the sphere of
the Department of State and of other government
agencies alike. No agency had any choice in the
matter except to judge as best it could tbe results
on its own organization and method of operations,
and to meet its added responsibilities in the most
effective way with the funds made available to it by
the Bureau of the Budget and the Congress.
This Department’s field of choice was, however,
unique among the agencies concerned, because it
already had a Foreign Service which could—within
reasonable limits—absorb new tasks. It may there¬

This drastic reorientation of

and expansion of our
about following a long,

fore be said

to

factors in many

questions that have arisen. In gen¬
operational tasks have been taken on by
emergency agencies (e.g., procurement of materials
by the Foreign Economic Administration, psycho¬
logical warfare by the Office of War Information),
while the Foreign Service has taken on tasks more
closely allied with foreign policy. The President
recognized this dividing line in his executive orders
defining the respective functions of the Department
of State and the Foreign Economic Administration
eral,

new

in the economic warfare field.

Flow, in detail,

or

Civilian foreign
In July 1939

have had these alternatives:

960
860

and doubtless inaccurate—

indicate small
of Public Health,
Immigration, and Treasury
representatives.)
figure

to

groups

To expand as much as necessary to absorb all
work in the field of foreign relations, and to
assert that no other agency should participate.
2.

new

tasks

as

100
960

it deemed most

nearly related to the traditional foreign relations
field, taking on as much new personnel as might be
needed for that purpose; and leaving
cies the balance of the new tasks.

Foreign Service (821) and For¬
eign Service Auxiliary (380)

to other agen¬

might have been expected, it avoided the two
extremes and took the third, or middle, course. It
showed a vigorous dislike for anything smacking

Net increase,

Space is lacking to trace all the details of the

story, or to say more in this connection, except that
it has involved a complicated process of political

evolution, with chance and personalities the

deciding

3,000*

July 1939 to June 1944

3,241

Proportion of net increase ef¬
fected through the Foreign Serv¬
ice

(3,241 into 341)

10)?4%

Proportion of net increase ef¬

in a some¬
of the work

being handled directly by the enlarged Foreign
Service (i.e., with the addition of Foreign Service
Auxiliary officers) ; some, by other agencies quite
independently of the Department of State; and
some, cooperatively by tbe Foreign Service and for¬
eign representatives of another agency (e.g., the
economic warfare program in the other American
Republics I.

1.201

officers
Others

of abdication (first alternative), and also a lack of
inclination to take on operational tasks for which
it was by nature and experience ill equipped (sec¬
ond alternative).

The resulting expansion occurred
what confused manner, some phases

4,201

In June 1944

As

July, 1944

relations establishment:

Foreign Service Officers
Others (This is an arbitrary—

new.

To absorb such

demands met?

T.\ble I

new

3.

new

table:

expand not at all, absorbing as much new
work as possible into its existing Foreign Service,
and leaving the balance entirely to other agencies,
old

the

rough idea as to how the dividing line has
worked out statistically can be gleaned from this

To

1.

were

A

fected

through other government
agencies I 3,241 into 2,900)
89^%

These

figures should be broken down somewhat
something of their significance;

in order to show
in the first

place,

as to

the figures behind the word,

“others”, for June 1944.
*This is an estimated figure arrived at by deducting from a
precise figure (4.445) of all Ameri an civilian personnel sent
abroad by agencies other than the Department of State, an
estimate (1.445) of the number of such personnel who are clerks.
This leaves the estimate for officers (Jl.OOO) which is compared
with the actual June 1, 1944 figure for officers (including auxili¬
ary officers) of the Foreign Service.
See Table II below for an
agency by agency breakdown of the gross figure. 4.445 used
above.
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Table II

Representatives abroad of various other
ment agencies (June 1944)
Agriculture, Department of
Alien Property Custodian

govern¬

Table III

105
4

Allied Control Commission
American Red Cross

2
3

Attorney General
Budget, Bureau of
Carnegie Institute
Censorship, Office of

2
1
2
61

Civil Aeronautics Administration
Civilian Defense, Office of

21

1

Commerce, Department of

9

Commodity Credit Corporation

5

Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs
Defense Supplies Corporation

303

137
4

Export-Import Bank
Federal Communications Commission

24

Foreign Economic Administration

656

Harriman Mission
Interior Department

2

Interstate Commerce Commission
Eabor Department

1

2
2
3
2
4

Eibrary of Congress
Metals Reserve Corporation
Middle East Supply Center
Navy Department ^

,

Treasury Department
United Nations Relief and Rehabil. Adm
U. S. Commercial Company
U. S. Maritime Commission
U. S. Public Health Service
U. S. Public Roads Administration
U. S. Purchasing Commission
War Department
War Food Administration
War Information, Office of
War Manpower Commission
War Production Board
War Refugee Board
War Shipping Administration
Weather Bureau
Miscellaneous
Net Total
*See

356

footnote

on

3

2
1

1

of

25
366
134
2
40
13

40
2
19
5

3
15
6

1,059
2
30

6
302
13
983

4,445*
page

355.

Statistics

concerning the Foreign Service

Auxiliary
Vice consuls
Economic analysts

76

(chiefly for requirements
or proclaimed list work)
172
Specialists:
Cultural relations officers
Minerals specialists
Petroleum specialists
Labor specialists

26

Agricultural specialists
Rubber specialist
Press specialists
Financial and legal specialists
Shipping specialist
Political specialists (for specific

4
28
4
21
1
11
25
1
11
132 132

countries)

14
3

Interdepartmental Committee

Petroleum Administration for War
Petroleum Reserve Corporation
Post Office
Price Administration, Office of
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Rubber Development—Rubber Reserve
Scientific Research & Development, Office
Social Security Board

The following table shows some details concerning
the composition of the Foreign Service Auxiliary.
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General observations

the

facts shown.
The only good purpose to be served by present¬
ing such facts and figures as those given above, is
—aside from impressing the reader anew with the
scope of the expansion that has occurred—to supply
on

food for thought as to what may lie ahead.
Specifically, how is one to relate these figures to the
Department’s plans for amendment to the Moses-

some

Linthicum Act?
The points which should be considered in this
connection appear to be as follows:
1. What do the facts indicate as to the types of
work that the Foreign Service is likely to handle
after the emergency period?
2. How is the Department going to find the
extra officers that will be needed in order to meet
its added responsibilities after the emergency, and

especially in the first few

years

thereafter?

Types of Foreign Service work in the post-emer¬
gency period.
While many thoughts on this subject are neces¬
sarily pure speculation at this time, it is a fair
guess that much of the expansion of Foreign Serv¬
ice work would occur within headings 1, 2 and 4 of
the following enumeration of Foreign Service tasks:
1. Political negotiation and reporting.
2. Negotiation and reporting on phases of in¬
ternational economic relations which are of inter¬
est to the United States.
3. Reporting on internal economic matters in for¬

eign countries which

are

States Government

American

or

of interest to the United
private business.
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4. Administrative and legal services.
5. Trade promotion.
Political work will probably be largely

increased,
especially in Europe and the Far East, by reason
of anticipated negotiations on international security
matters and the responsibilities apparently to be
undertaken by the United States Government in
that regard. This type of work, however, is of
such a nature that no inexperienced person could
be considered for it; and for the most part the
only experience that would he thought useful would
be, as it always has been in recent years, experi¬
ence in the
Foreign Service itself or in the Depart¬
of State.
There will also inevitably be an increase in the
total volume of negotiation and reporting on in¬
ternational economic relations. These matters will
he involved in international security organization,
and also in post-war efforts to negotiate trade trea¬
ties and international agreements on such things as
ment

commodity production and marketing, air and ship¬
ping traffic, labor and related subjects.
It is also to be anticipated that, whatever the
immigration policy of the United States may turn
out to be, there will he a heavy increase in visa
work, as well as in the settlement of all sorts of
legal questions normally handled in consular offices.
Probable personnel effects of post-war increases in
Foreign Service work.
This is the crux of the matter, as far as the
present discussion of H.R. 4312 is concerned. What
is there, in the wartime experience referred to
above, and in the few figures there given, to throw
light on the provisions in H.R. 4312 permitting
increases in the Foreign Service and in the group
of “officers of the Foreign Service”? It is sub¬
mitted that these inferences are justified:
1. The Foreign Service was not, in fact, ahle to
assume all the new foreign relations tasks presented

hoth because it was not large enough
and because many of the new tasks
specialized ones requiring the services of spe¬

by the

war;

for that purpose,
were

cialists.
2. The Foreign Service has, however, discharged
its wartime tasks in a highly creditable manner,

partly because of hard work and initiative, and
training and skill, on the part of a great many
Foreign Service Officers and other permanent mem¬
bers of the Foreign Service; and partly because of
loyal assistance received from Foreign Service Aux¬
iliary officers and clerks, of high and low rank,
specialists and general utility personnel alike. They
also have worked hard and shown initiative, and
of the best performances of the war period
have been turned in by Auxiliary officers.
3. If the career Foreign Service was not able to
some

unassisted, all the new foreign relations
presented by the war, with nearly all of Eu¬
and the Far East closed to American repre¬

assume,

tasks
rope
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sentatives, it will

a

fortiori not be able to assume all
period—when

the tasks of the immediate post-war

areas referred to will again
urgently required—unless it finds means of ex¬
panding. (It will occur to all readers that many—
perhaps most—functions performed by the 3,000
officer representatives sent abroad by other govern¬
ment agencies will lapse after the war.
Some of
them, however, such as some of those performed by

representation in the
be

the Mission for Economic Affairs in

London, are
genuine foreign relations functions and as such will
be permanent tasks of the Foreign Service. Others
illustrate the need for a provision—section 4 of HR
4312—whereby other government agencies may send
personnel abroad for temporary periods as “offi¬
cers of the Foreign Service.”)
4. The normal entrance examinations, if they
are resumed at or about the end of the emergency,
will not immediately yield the new Foreign Service
Officers required, because it will take some time to
train the successful candidates.
5. The best place to look for new personnel to
be needed in the immediate post-war period appears
to be in the groups of people who have acquired

experience of foreign relations work during the war,
in the Foreign Service Auxiliary or in the groups
sent abroad by other agencies.
6. If any able men from these groups are to be
invited to remain in Foreign Service work during
the post-war period, they should be invited on terms
that will appeal to able men. Such terms would be
made possible, for specialists having or who might
obtain permanent positions in other agencies in¬
terested in the foreign field, in the provision of
H.R. 4312 concerning the appointment of “officers
of the Foreign Service” for four-year periods. And
such terms would be made possible, under section
5 of H.R. 4312, for a few men in the Foreign Serv¬
ice Auxiliary and the other grouns mentioned in
that section.
But how. Foreign Sendee Officers ask, does this
affect the Foreign Service? Would not the career

principle be hopelessly compromised by the entry
of officers into the Foreign Service under section
5 of H.R. 4312?
This is a broad

issue, and

one

that hits

every

Foreign Service Officer (not excluding the writer)
where he lives. The career principle is a matter of
the highest importance, and upon no other can a
good Foreign Service be built. But Foreign Serv¬
ice Officers thinking of the broad issues, should al¬
so bear in mind the much narrower factual impli¬
cations of the statistics given above.
Although the Foreign Service Auxiliary contains
nearly 400 officers, in practice only about 40 could

be selected under the terms of section 5, H.R. 4312.
Of the remaining 360, there may be eliminated from
consideration 180 who are junior officers receiving
{Continued

on page

398)
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Promotions
The advancement of the

following Foreign Serv¬
was approved
by the Secretary of State, effective May 1, 1944:
ice Officers in the Unclassified Grades

From Unclassified

(B)

to

Unclassified (A)

Philip H. Bagby, Richmond, Virginia
Waiter W. Birge, Jr., New York, New York
William L. Blue, Memphis, Tennessee
George F. Bogardus, Des Moines, Iowa
Gray Bream, Casper, Wyoming
John H. Burns, Pauls Valley, Oklahoma
Kenneth A. Byrns, Idaho Springs, Colorado
John A. Calhoun, Berkeley, California
Don V. Catlett, Birch
Robert J. Cavanaugh

Tree, Missouri

Rock Island, Illinois
Ralph N. Clough, Seattle, Washington
William A. Crawford, Meadville, Pennsylvania
Juan de Zengotita, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Thomas P. Dillon, Clinton, Missouri
Robert S. Folsom, West Somerville,
Edward L. Freers, Cincinnati, Ohio
Paul E. Geier, Cincinnati, Ohio

Massachusetts

James M. Gilchrist,

Chicago, Illinois
George McM. Godley, Rye, New York
Caspar D. Green, Hiram, Ohio
Alden M. Haupt, Chicago, Illinois
David H. Henry, Geneva, New York
Oscar C. Holder, New Orleans, Louisiana

J. Jefferson Jones, Newbern, Tennessee
David Le Breton, Jr., Washington, D. C.
Wilfred V. Macdonald, St. Louis, Missouri
Edward M. Martin, Oberlin, Ohio
Robert H. McBride, Pontiac, Michigan
David H. McKillop, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
W. Paul O’Neill, Jr., Rydal, Pennsylvania
Richard A. Poole, Summit, New Jersey
Stuart W. Rockwell, Radnor, Pennsylvania
Herbert F. N. Schmitt, Grand Rapids, Michigan
Harold Shullaw, Wyoming, Illinois
Ernest V. Siracusa, Huntington Beach, California
Charles W. Smith, Burbank, California

Forrest N. Daggett, South Pasadena, California
Thomas S. Estes, Worcester, Massachusetts

Douglas N. Forman, Somerville, Massachusetts
Michael R. Gannett, New York, New York

James C. Lobenstine, New Haven, Connecticut
Duane B.
Oliver M.

Lueders, Henning, Minnesota

Marcy, Newton, Massachusetts
Harry C. Reed, Cleveland, Ohio
William S. Rosenberg, Brooklyn, New York
Lubert 0. Sanderhoff, Pasadena, California
Terry B. Sanders, Edinburg, Texas
William L. Sands, Eort Myers, Florida
Joseph S. Sparks, Glendale, California
William L. S. Williams, Racine, Wisconsin
FOREIGN SERVICE RETIREMENTS

The Honorable
John Van A. MacMurray
Thomas D. Davis
Class VI
Rollin R. Winslow
Class IV
Samuel Hamilton Wiley...
Class HI
Class IV
Laurence E.
Class H

Walker, Asheville, North Carolina

Temple Wanamaker, Seattle, Washington
Byron White, Fayetteville, North Carolina
From Unclassified

(C)

to

.

__

December 1, 1944

-December 1, 1944

_

Class H
BIRTHS

Johansen. A

daughter, Karin Kristina, was born
Beppo R. Johansen on May 21 in
Eugene, Oregon. Mr. Johansen is assigned to the
Department.
Perkins. A son, Troy David, was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Troy Perkins on June 1 in Washington,
D. C. Mr. Perkins is assigned to the Department.
to

Mr. and Mrs.

MARRIAGES
Aid-StewArt. Miss Mary
Charles E. Aid were married

las, Texas.

Lee Stewart and Mr.
on

March 10 in Dal¬

Miss Stewart is the daughter of Am¬

bassador James B. Stewart.

Unclassified (B)

Bentley, Owosso, Michigan
Byron E. Blankinship, New York, New York
D. Chadwick Braggiotti, New York, New York

Brandin, Rockville Center, New York
Burdett, Jr., Macon, Georgia
Findley Burns, Jr., Baltimore, Maryland
George Carr’ban. New York, New York
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September 1, 1944
-December 1, 1944

George A. Mackinson

IN MEMORIAM

Alvin M.

Robert M.
William C.

August 1, 1944

Salisbury

Bridgeton, New Jersey

James S. Triolo, Alameda, California
William W.

April 1, 1944

Henry M. Wolcott

James P. Speer, 2nd, Camanche, Oklahoma
E. Lester Sutton,

March 1, 1944

Carter. John Ridgely Carter, former diplomat,
died June 3 in New York City.
Foster. Julian B. Foster, Foreign Service Offi¬
cer,

died

Foster
of the

on

was

a

June 16 in Washington, D. C. Mr.
member of the Executive Committee

Foreign Service Association.
The American Foreign Service Journal

On

The

Foreign §»erviee Legislation

By Selden Chapin, Charge d’Affaires, American Mission, Algiers

ALTHOUGH it may be late to offer opinion with
\ regard to the text of the pending legislation

ice officers unclassified.
Another case occurs to
mind of an officer well down in Class VHI who

before Congress, “An Act for the grading and
classification of clerks in the Foreign Service of
the United States of America and providing com¬

recently has been carrying on very satisfactorily
in a post of great world importance the burdens
and responsibilities which would normally be as¬
sumed by an officer of Class I or H. In each case
the younger officer concerned had had considerable
experience before coming in the Foreign Service
and was close to the top age limit.
Similarly discrimination may be argued against
some very fine men in the Foreign Service clerical
and administrative service, many of whom were re¬
fused permission to transfer at higher salaries to
the Foreign Service Auxiliary irrespective of quali¬
fications, because they were considered permanent
employees. Cases are not unknown, moreover, of
junior Foreign Service officers whose applications
for specialist positions in the Auxiliary were turned

i

pensation therefor,” there

several observations
correspondence
published in the Journal which seem worthy of
consideration by members of our Service.
Many of the Journal’s correspondents have raised
the point that the legislation which provides that
admission of technical “experts” from the present
Foreign Service Auxiliary and other government
services prejudices the careers of many of our
junior Foreign Service officers who have demon¬
strated outstanding ability acquired over years of
experience in positions of less or greater responsi¬
bility during a trying war period. However, to my
knowledge the point has not been made that there
is even a more basic discrimination against these
more junior Foreign Service officers who, irrespec¬
tive of their experience, qualifications and proven
ability in outside activities at the time when they
were admitted to the Service after passing a search¬
ing examination, were only accepted in the lowest
unclassified or C grade.
This brings to mind a suggestion which I raised
several years ago in an article which appeared in
which I have

not

seen

are

raised in the

the Foreign Service Journal that the present age
limits for entry into the unclassified services were
too wide and gave rise to some inconsistent situa¬
tions.
A man in his thirties who is a candidate
for the Foreign Service, if he is worth taking at all

obviously has qualifications which en¬
to come in at a grade superior
to an inexperienced young man, how¬
ever brilliant, who has just left college.
Without mentioning any names, there is
one famous example of this inconsisten¬
cy in the case of an officer who original¬
ly entered the Foreign Service close to
the age limit and who has for some
years been occupying with considerable
credit and advantage to the Government
a
responsible position in the Depart¬
ment of State while his Foreign Service
classmates have heen still Foreign Serv¬
title him
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down.

The contention that
needed in the Foreign

specialists and experts are
Service of the future can
hardly he denied. However, it can, I think, be
argued with a good deal of reason that the moment
that such specialists are taken into a general execu¬
tive “line” of the regular Foreign Service, they tend
to lose their “expert” character and in a few years
are no longer at the top of their specialties.
Ac¬
cordingly, it would seem to be the part of wisdom
if we are to build up the finest Foreign Service in
the world that the specialists or experts should be
brought in for limited periods and allowed to re¬
turn to their special fields after completing a tour
of duty. The provisions of Section IV of the bill
could well be modified to provide for
service of non-consecutive periods of not
more than 4 years for specialists, not
only from other government departments
but from civil life. Such specialists from
outside government services would, of
course, have to be processed as to their
loyalty, etc.
Based under the experience with the
absorption of temporary officers in the
regular army and navy after the last
war, it is not inaccurate to say that most
of the top-notch temporary offieers of
(Continued

on

page

390)
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JOURNAL PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST
have noted with interest the plan of the
AMERICAN FOREIGN SERVICE JOURNAL
to conduct a prize essay competition,
'Suggestions
for Improving the Foreign Service and Its Admin¬
istration to Meet Its War and Postwar Responsi¬
bilities.’
"In my opinion the American Foreign Service,
"I

in the immediate postwar years,

will be faced with
heavy responsibilities unparalleled in importance
during its history. To meet these responsiblities, it
is imperative that no sound steps which can be
taken to improve and strengthen the service be
overlooked. I can think of no more fertile field
for constructive suggestions for improvement than
the membership of the Service itself and I believe,

therefore, that the prize

essay

competition

spon¬

sored

by the FOREIGN SERVICE JOURNAL is
most timely.
I urge all members of the Foreign
Service to participate in this undertaking.”
Edward R. Stettinius, Jr.
^

^

"Having been a participant in the last Prize Es¬
say Contest and having contributed an essay dis¬
tinctly critical of the Foreign Service as then or¬
ganized and administered, I am all the more in
favor of the present contest. I hope that many
Foreign Service Officers will participate in it and
I take it for granted that they will express them¬
selves on current Service problems fully, fearlessly
and constructively.”
G. Howland Shaw.
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Shaw, which endorse the prize
now

Journal.
At this

time, when the reorganization of the De¬

partment of State has only recently been undertaken
and when the changes incident to that reorganiza¬
tion

are

still

going

on,

it is only natural that the

process of change should extend to the Foreign Ser¬
vice structure abroad. The prize essay competition

provides a timely and appropriate opportunity for
Foreign Service Officers to bring forward sugges¬
tions on their part concerning the future of the
Foreign Service, and it is for that reason that the
subject selected was, “Suggestions for Improving
the Foreign Service and its Administration to Meet
its War and Post-war

Responsibilities.”

The thought has been advanced during the de¬
liberations of the Editorial Board that some mem¬
bers of the Foreign Service might be hesitant to
write essays because of the criticisms inherent in all
constructive suggestions for the Foreign Service.
It even occurred to some that individual officers

might feel that criticism of the Service on their
part would be held against them in their personnel
records. The editors held a meeting with the officers
in charge of personnel and discussed this matter
with them. These officers expressed astonishment
that such a thought could arise and they stated in
the most categoric manner possible that nothing
written by any officer in this competition would in
any way be considered in connection with the offi¬
cer’s individual personnel record. These personnel
officials went on to express enthusiastic interest in
the competition and even proposed that a booklet
be published containing the leading essays. They
also stated most definitely that it was their feeling
that this competition provided the Service at this
time with a useful vehicle to express its own ideas
for change and improvement.
When we consider the wholehearted endorsement
which this project has received from top officials in
the Department, we are impressed by the oppor¬

tunity in this competition for each Foreign Service
Officer to contribute his ideas in a way that will
count towards benefiting the Service and that may
even influence concretely its future.
In order to in¬
sure that
every single officer will be able to partici¬
pate in this undertaking, it has been decided to
postpone for an additional month the time limit on
the sending in of manuscripts.
The Journal is confident that no Foreign Service
Officer will fail to take advantage of this exceptional
cffer.
The American Foreign Service Journal

Letters t« the Edittn’s
Specialists for the Foreign Service
American Embassy,
Lima. Peru,

May 2, 1944.
The Editors,
The American Foreign Service Journal,

Washington, D. C.
Gentlemen;
The recent exchange of views through the medium
of the Journal about the future of the Foreign
Service is a healthful sign. Freedom of the press
and freedom of opinion are among the great rights
for which the present was is being waged. It augurs
well for the future of the Service that so much in¬
terest has been shown in this subject, and that those
who have expressed their views range in rank from
an
Assistant Secretary of State to Vice Consuls.

Perhaps this is the

most

significant aspect of the

matter.

Apparently there was a misunderstanding about
specific case which gave rise to the
editorials, articles and letters published in the Jour¬

the facts in the
nal

from

December, 1943 to March, 1944.

After

reading the material in the Journal, the report
made to the President by Acting Secretary of State
Stettinius regarding legislation now before the Con¬
gress, and the text of the
legislation itself, there
be
cause for serious alarm
on the part of Foreign
Service officers.
Mr. Shaw indicated in
his article that there was
does

no

not

seem

sonnel requirements make it necessary to provide
for the services of a greater number of specialists
than can be developed witbin the Foreign Service

presently organized. Under the provisions of
pending legislation, specialists from the State
Department and from other government depart¬
ments and agencies would be assigned for special
duty as officers of tbe Foreign Service for non-consecutive periods of not more than four years. Other
appointments would be made after examination;
most of these appointments would be to an unclas¬
sified grade, the number of appointments to classi¬
fied grades being restricted to not more than 5 per
cent of the total number of Foreign Service officers
for whom provision is annually to be made by tbe
as

the

Congress.
The editors of the Journal agree

anything and everything.
It would be against the best interests
of Foreign Service officers to advance any sucb
absurd claim. We are ordinary human beings. We
have a right to be proud of our record and we have
Service officer cannot do

Quite true.

received credit for our work. There is a broad
field of work for which we are specially trained and

qualified and which will more than keep us busy.
It is responsible and important work.
But inter¬
national relations today require the services of
specialists who simply do not exist and cannot be

to

PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST

Closing date postponed

the
the

constituted,

now

tioned

the

men¬

presence

of

trained in the
Service. How

Foreign

can

the

Foreign Service
officer handle a job, for
example, that calls for an
experienced mining en¬
gineer, or a man with
years of training and
practical experience in
agriculture, or someone
familiar with the highly
complex subject of inter¬
average

intention to postpone

regular expansion of
Foreign Service ex¬
cept as made unavoida¬
ble by the Selective Serv¬
ice Act. The Acting Sec¬
retary paid high tribute
to the Foreign Service as

with Assistant

Secretary of State Shaw that the average Foreign

Due
cations

to

wartime conditions and communi¬

difficulties, the Editors have agreed

the closing date for the prize
essay contest from August 1, 1944 to Sep¬
tember 1, 1944. Essays mailed after the
to

postpone

latter date will not be considered.

national finance?
We
weaken our own case for
a career

if

we

Foreign Service

oppose

the recruit¬

of needed special¬
ists outside of our own

ment

some

ranks.

that

The Rogers Act is
splendid legislation for

specialists in its
ranks, but pointed out
unprecedented

July, 1944

per¬
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the Service. It still is in effect. But the

Rogers Act
living in 1944. Condi¬
tions and demands have changed.
The Foreign
Service must keep pace with the times.
That, it
seems to me, is the
primary purpose of the sugges¬
tions and legislation which have given rise to the
recent expressions of view in the Journal. We must
have continuous adjustments in the Foreign Service
was

passed in 1924. We

are

and we should look forward with satisfaction to
future legislation which aims to equip the Service
to meet its responsibilities.
All Foreign Service officers should defend the
continued development of the Foreign Service along
the basic principles of the Rogers Act. We want a

really democratic Service in which merit counts
and in which an independent income is not essential
as a
requirement to reach the highest posts to which
our
respective abilities entitle us. We hope for
promotion according to the merit of our work, and
we would be justified in
resenting changes in the
Service that might seriously retard such promotions.
These are the things that are worth fighting for, and
we should avoid
losing sight of the main objective
or of
misdirecting our joint effort.
George H. Butler,
First

Secretary of Embassy.

( We fear that Mr. Butler has misunderstood us.
The Journal does not oppose the use of specialists

by the Service, but questions the incorporation of
specialists within the framework of the career. At¬
tention is called to the following letter on this sub¬
ject.—The Editors.)

A Technical

Advisory Corps?
Department of State,
May 20, 1944.

Editors,
American Foreign Service Journal.
Sirs:

There are offered herewith several suggestions
with reference to Section V of the proposed legisla¬
tion

affecting the Foreign Service, and also with

reference to a memorandum on the subject of
“Economic Reporting,” which appears to have been

prepared

on

the basis of

a

meeting of the Board of

Economic Operations on August 18 last. (This latter
memorandum has been circulated to the various
committees comprised in the Joint Survey Group.)
Would it not be feasible to envisage the creation
of a “Technical Advisory Corps of the American

Eoreign Service,” which would be composed of all
of those special attaches, economists and advisers
whose services will be necessary in the future for
362

the efficient functioning of Eoreign Service.
It
might be organized on the basis of three classified
grades with salaries ranging from:
Grade III
Grade II
Grade
I

$4,000

to

$ 6,000

6,000 to
8,000 to

8,000
10,000

The members of this Corps in the three classified
grades might be attached to our Missions and Offices
abroad as attaches, such as Economic Attache, Agri¬
cultural Attache, Aviation Attache, Telecommunica¬
tions Attache, Petroleum Attache, Shipping Attache,
Minerals Attache, et cetera.
The senior members of this Corps, whose salaries

might range from $10,000 to such higher figure as
might be established by contract in individual cases,
could be attached to our establishments abroad as
“Advisers” in the same fields as those previously
listed with regard to the attach^.
This specialized technical service would provide
a flexible vehicle
whereby the Department of State

might utilize in the operation of the Eoreign Serv¬
ice the professional and specialized talents of ex¬
perts from other government departments, from
industry, from research organizations, from univer¬
sities or from any other professional or technical
source within the
citizenry of the country. As a
Technical Advisory Corps they would be able to
establish their own elements of prestige depending
upon their professional attainments.
At the same
time they would not impinge necessarily upon the
professional field which should be reserved for the
functioning of trained and qualified Foreign Serv¬
ice Officers.
As appointees of the Department of
State they would be amenable to its direction and
control and in the field would be subject to coor¬
dination and supervision from the Chief of Mission
or
principal Foreign Service Officer in charge of
any one of our establishments to which they might
be attached.
The higher section of this Corps,
namely the Advisers, would, if organized without
stratified salary brackets, provide the mechanism
for obtaining technical and expert services by con¬
tract upon a very high level and in accordance with
whatever financial compensation might be the ac¬
cepted remuneration in the particular technical field
concerned for such services. The organization of
such a Corps would give permanence and security
to those who required that inducement but at the
same

crease

time would leave the Department free to in¬
or decrease its membership as changing cir¬

cumstances might indicate from time to time.
It
could be equally expanded in scope to cover any
new technical development that the future might in¬
troduce into the realm of foreign relations.

(Continued

on

page

370)
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News From the Field

r

FIELD CORRESPONDENTS

Acly, Robert A.—Union of South Africa
Beck, William H.—Bermuda
Berry, Burton Y.—Turkey
Bingham, Hiram, Jr., Argentina
Breuer, Carl—Venezuela
Buell, Robert L.—Ceylon
Butler, George—Peru

Childs, J. Rives—North Africa
Clark, DuWayne G.—Paraguay
Dow, Edward, Jr.—Egypt
Drew, Gerald A.—Guatemala
Duff, William—India
Fisher, Dorsey G.—Great Britain
Fuess, John—New Zealand
Gatewood, Richard D.—Trinidad
Gilchrist, James M.—Nicaragua
Groth, Edward M.—Union of South Africa

Huddleston, J. F.—Curacao and Aruba
Hurst, Carlton—British Guiana
Kelsey, Easton T.—Eastern Ganada
Ford, Richard—Iran
Latimer, Frederick P., Jr.—Honduras
West, George—Sweden
Lord, John H.—Jamaica
Magnuson, Eric W.—Central Canada
Memminger, Robert B.—Uruguay
Minter, John R.—Southern Australia
Ocheltree, John B.—Greenland
Page, Edward, Jr.—U.S.S.R.
Palmer, Joseph, 2nd—British East Africa
Triolo, James S.—Golombia
Turner, Mason—Western Australia
West, George L.—Sweden
Williams, Arthur R.—Panama

\
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STOCKHOLM

Stockholm lass.

Mav 10, 1944.

May 3rd was Minister Herschel Johnson’s fif¬
tieth birthday, and unless one has lived in Sweden
and observed the fashion in which birthdavs are
celebrated in that country, it is scarcely possible to

appreciate the celebrations which such an event
occasions. On the afternoon of the third, the entire
Legation staff gave him a cocktail party at the home
of Rob and Elena McClintock. That evening as
many oflScers as could be accommodated in Chris
RavndaTs apartment were hosts at a dinner party,
a

high point of which

was

probably Chris' reading

of the doggerel he composed for the occasion.
In contrast to 1943, 1944 has already brought
about many changes in the ranks of the FSO’s as¬

signed to Stockholm. During early January word
was received that
Winthrop Greene, then on leave
in the United States, had been assigned to our Em¬
bassy near the Norwegian Government in London.
His five-and-one-half-year assignment to Stockholm,
coupled with his many qualities, means that his de¬
parture is deeply felt in both American and Swedish
circles here. To accompany Winthrop along one of
Stockholm’s busier streets was practically the same
as
being part of a royal procession, so numerous
were the greetings to be acknowledged.
Stockholm’s
loss was also London’s gain in the case of Allan
Lightner, who departed in early January to take up
his new duties as Secretary to the Secretariat on
the European Advisory Commission. Allan’s work
in Harry Carlson’s Special Reporting Section won
for him the respect of all those who had the plea¬
sure of
working with him. The magic of Lightner’s
name still brings
a mist to the eyes of many a
July, 1944

The Legation’s third loss was—or
appropriately—the Legation’s third and fourth
losses were Walter and Simone Washington.
On
April first Walter received word of his assignment
to the Department, and he and Simone departed
shortly thereafter. His four years in Stockholm af¬
forded many people the privilege and pleasure of
knowing him, and Simone was the kind of hostess
whose hospitality is not soon forgotten.
Though the Legation’s losses have been great,
we have been extremely fortunate in being able to
welcome a splendid group of newcomers. Chris
Ravndal, our new Counselor, quickly won our re¬
gard and admiration with his talent for making
friends and his high ability, and we are hoping
that it will not be too long before we are able to
welcome Mrs. Ravndal and their daughter. Rob
McClintock and the charming Elena were, of course,
well-known to us through their frequent visits to
Stockholm during the period of their assignment at
more

Helsinki, and it is

a

pleasure to take them off the

list and make them regular members of the
club. Perry Laukhuff, who came here from the De¬
partment, found a ready welcome because of his
many colleagues here who had been with him in
guest

Berlin

and later

at

Bad Nauheim.

We

are

now

awaiting the arrival of Randy Higgs, who comes to
us
after four years in the Department, where he
dealt with Scandinayian affairs. Randy is well and
favorably known to many of us personally, but to
others he is still “the guy who reads our stuff.”
Some of the many others who have arrived since
the Journal last received a report from this sector
are the new Military Attache, Colonel Charles E.
{Continued

on

page

397)
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STAFF PICTURES
THE

CONSULATE GENERAL
AT BARCELONA

Left to right; Attache Mellon, Clerk
Joseph Caragol, Accountant Joseph
Degenhardt, OWI Representative
John Caragol, Mrs. Degenhardt,
Mrs. Alfsen, Consul Walter McKin¬
ney, Consul General George A. Makinson. Consul Thomas M. Forsyth,
Mrs. Makinson, Code Clerk Mrs.
Phyllis Siaca, Vice Consul Richard
Poole, Petroleum Attache John
Dimick, Mr, Melville Lord, Mrs.
Lord, Clerk John Potter, Miss Lud¬
wig, Consul Fritz Alfsen, Miss Good¬
rich, Mr. Hillgarde.

THE
Left
Vice

CONSULATE

AT VIGO

right: Barnaby Conrad, Jr.,
Consul, FS Aux.; Leon L.
Cowles, Vice Consul, FSO; Donald
C. Marelius, Vice Consul, FS Aux.
(Standing, left to right) : Consuelo
Touza, Typist; Antonio Argibay,
Messenger; Mario Alvarez, Clerk
(24 years of service in the Con¬
sulate) ; Katherine M. Hoffmann,
Clerk FS Aux.; Emilio Villavicencio,
Clerk; Servando Lopo, Messenger;
and Jose M. Carcia, Clerk.
to

CONSULATE AT LEOPOLDVILLE
First row, left to right: Bernard Malala. Consulate messenger; James B.
Rogers, Consulate clerk; Daniel Essien. Consulate clerk; Joseph Kavungu. Consulate gardener; Jacques
Gouda, OWI messenger.
Second
row: Elizabeth O’Rourke, FEA sec¬
retary; Mrs. Shirley Chidsey, secre¬
tary to Mr. Hogue; Consul Patrick
Mallon; Jacqueline Sion, OWI sec¬
retary; Verle May Moss, secretary
Mr. Greer. Third row: Mr. Thom¬
N. Greer, Jr., Special Representa¬
tive of the Foreign Economic Ad¬
to

as

ministration; Vice Consul Leonard
J. Cromie; Jeanne DeBuck, FEA
secretary; Mr. Charles D. Withers,
Economic Analyst in the Consulate;
Mr. W. O, Hogue, special assistant
the Consul.
Fourth row: Vice
Consul Edwin W. Martin; Vice Con¬
sul Edward M. Ingle; Mr. Tom Mar¬
to

vel, OWI representative. Fifth row:
Mr. C. H. Nelson, petroleum ob¬
server; Lt. C. L. Snowden, ATC Liai¬
son Officer; Mr, R. J, Maver, FEA
representative. Not in photograph:
Mr. Louis J. Jouberl, FEA mining
representative; Virginia A, Hurt,
clerk in the Consulate; Mayor Ken¬
yon Bolton, military observer; and
newly assigned Vice Consul H. H.
Schwartz.

THE STETTINIUS MISSION TO LONDON

APRIL, 1944

The Under Secretary of
State and Prime Minis¬
ter Churchill in the gar¬
den
of
10
Downing
Street.

THE MISSION PHOTO¬

GRAPHED

WITH

PRIME MINISTER

CHURCHILL
Left

to

right: H. Free¬

Matthews, Deputy
Director, Eur; Wallace
S.
Murray,
Director,
NEA; John L. Pratt,
Consultant on Commer¬
cial Affairs; Under Sec¬
man

retary Stettinius; Prime
Minister Churchill; Dr.

Isaiah Bowman, Consul,
tant to the Secretary on
Post-war Problems; Mr.
Louis J. Hector, Histori¬

of the Mission; Mr.
Robert J. Lynch, Exec¬
utive Secretary of the
Mission.
an
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The Bookshelf
Francis C.

de

Wolf, Review Editor

TEN YEARS in JAPAN.
pp.,

By Joseph C. Grew. 554
illustrated. New York: Simon & Schuster.

$3.75.
There is a saying among the diplomatic crowd
that the word “ambassador” was devised just to fit
the appearance of Joseph Clark Grew. Mr. Grew
may,

cept

and indeed does, look like the popular con¬
of an ambassador. But, far more important

than that, he also acted in
the diplomatic service while

the finest tradition of

he strove gallantly but
unsuccessfully against the onrushing tide of war in

the Pacific.
The long

awaited diary of Mr. Grew’s “Ten Years
Japan,” now published and this month reported
among the leading best-sellers, demonstrates that
official America was not wanting in warnings that
an inexorable
surge toward war was taking place
among the Japanese militarists.
While Mr. Grew naturally could not tell at this
time the complete inside story of Japanese-American
relations prior to Pearl Harbor, his new book will
prove a guide to historians who in the future may
be expected to ferret out most of the vital facts of
the pre-war period.
The record from Tokyo, however, is clear and
convincing. Mr. Grew labored with honor, dignity
and the highest patriotism to avert what he feared
would come to pass. It is not for Mr. Grew to say
what transpired in Washington after his forthright
and portentious reports were received, nor is it for
him to explain why in some cases his advice was
ignored—or how it developed that despite Tokyo’s
warnings of a possible attack on Pearl Harbor offi¬
cial opinion at home thought the first Japanese
move would be against Thailand.
For one who lived in Japan and China during
in

half of the memorable decade about which Mr.
Grew writes, the book breathes life into stirring in¬
cidents of the past which have slipped into the

background of

of honor.
should be

He maintained

throughout that there
compromise with principles. He strove
to avert a war which might be caused by “any
possible misconception of Japan’s capacity to rush
headlong into a suicidal struggle with the United
no

States.”
Mr. Grew continuously
in his opinion American

advised Washington that
military policy should be
brought into line with its diplomatic policy, that we
should pursue our diplomatic course with firmness
but with an awareness that we should be prepared
all times for war.
On December 14, 1940, Mr. Grew wrote to Presi¬
dent Roosevelt.
“It is important,” he said, “constantly to bear in
mind the fact that if we take measure ‘short of war’
with no real intention to carry those measures to
their final conclusion if necessary, such lack of in¬
tention will be all too obvious to the Japanese, who
will proceed undeterred, and even with greater
at

incentive, on their way. Only if they become cer¬
tain that we mean to fight if called upon to do so
will our preliminary measures stand some chance
of proving effective and of removing necessity for
war.

The American nation can count itself fortunate
that it had in the American embassy in Tokyo dur¬

ing the

years

Grew’s

stature.

before the

war an

ambassador of Mr.

H. 0.

Thompson,

Formerly U.P. Correspondent in Tokyo.
THE NETHERLANDS,
Landheer (The United

edited by Bartholomew
Nations Series, Robert J.
Kerner, General Editor). Berkeley and Los An¬
geles. University of California Press. 1943. 464

$5.00.
remarkably complete presentation of essential
facts concerning the Netherlands, this book re¬
sembles the country itself in that its components
(27 chapters by 21 contributors) are distinctly
individual, but in the aggregate form a unified and
harmonious entity.
Of the seven parts of the book (appropriately
pp.

A

succession of other exciting news
Grew, charming of manner as
always but with unmistakable strength and firm¬
ness, deliver his famous “Straight from the Horse’s
Mouth” speech at the Imperial Hotel in October,
1939.
And I have talked with Mr. Grew, in the
snug quiet of the study where he did most of his
work, after such shattering events as the sinking of
the Panay, Japan’s entrance to the Axis, the need¬

country and its manifest influences on the popula-'
tion.
This is followed by “The Historical Back¬

less death of Reuter Correspondent Jimmy Cox
while in custody of the Japanese gendarmerie.
Mr. Grew labored in Japan toward peace, a peace

ground,” one chapter being dedicated to early his¬
tory, the tumultuous middle ages, and the rise of
the Republic, merging with that covering the seven-

events.
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a

I heard Mr.

reminiscent of the Seven Provinces) the first—
“The Scene”—is devoted to the geography, of the

The American Foreign Service Journal

when Holland founded its colonial
a time was the world’s leading
maritime power, and equally, when Dutch art and
learning gained world prominence. The subsequent
decline of the political influence of the Netherlands,
to the Napoleonic period, and the reassertion of
the country’s energies, are described in two chap¬

teenth century,

empire and for

ters.

violation of all they revere is but to be expected.
Contrasted to earlier disasters, in the present occu¬

ent

pation they at least have the consolation that its
duration must be relatively short. And again, the
Germans have supplied unneeded proof of their
innate lack of psychological perception where for¬

eign countries,

no

matter

which have contributed to the formation of the
Netherlands in Europe and its development to the
The “Netherlands Overseas Territories,” with
their complex problems and great potentialities, are
the subject of Part Six. The races and peoples of
the Netherlands Indies, the history of that area and
of Dutch activities in the Orient, as well as Indo¬
nesian culture are described in essential detail, the
economic significance of the Netherlands Indies
and their industrialization are summarized in chap¬
ters which present evidence of the thorough meth¬
ods and great achievements of the Dutch in that
area and sketch, in outline, the problems of mag¬
nitude which remain to be solved. The chapter on
Curacao and Surinam acquaints us with much of
interest and value concernig those parts of the terri¬

of the Netherlands which, although situated
our own hemisphere, are relatively less known to

tory

than its more distant parts.
“The Second World War and After”—Part Seven
—contains a lucid description of the invasion of
us

Holland, analytical and measured, which gives, in a
short space, a clear concept of the odds against the
defenders and the reasons why resistance could not
be prolonged. The defence of the Indies is graphic¬

ally told in the same chapter. In the last chapter
hope and firm intention of the Netherlands to
maintain their freedom is asserted.
The bibliog¬
raphy accompanying the book cites numerous works
in English as well as Dutch sources.

the

When one considers the trials which the Nether¬
lands have borne with fortitude and honor in the

past,

their

courage
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PILGRIMAGE TO ANGKOR. Larry Briggs.
The Holmes Book Company, Oakland, California,

1943, xii, 95 pages, $2.50.
Cambodia, Khmer, Angkor, Siva, Vishnu, BodWhat an aggregation of
quiz program. If one’s IQ were to
depend upon his knowledge of the little known
Asiatic regions v^'ith which this volume deals I fear
his mental stature would appear small indeed.
“A Pilgrimage to Angkor” is doubly pleasing
particularly to those interested in history and
archaeology, in view of the remoteness of the re¬
gions described.
hisattvt
names

or

for

This is

Lokesvara.

a

a

cocktail before

a

full meal,

a

brief but

reminder of good things to come. It is an
interesting handbook, almost in outline form, of a
larger work which the author promises in the form
potent

present times.

in

are con¬

Robert P. Donogh.

Part Three—“Political and Constitutional Devel¬

opment”—gives an excellent picture of the remark¬
able complexity of political forces which have made
themselves felt in the Netherlands (many of them no
doubt due to the country’s multiple contacts abroad I
and concludes with an able summary of Nether¬
lands foreign policy from 1814.
Part Four—“Economic and Social Development”
—deals with the growth of the economy of the
country, its role in world trade, its social structure,
and labor, while in Part Five—“Cultural Aspects”
—philosophy and religious trends, education, art,
architecture, literature and music are amply dis¬
cussed, completing the presentation of the elements

how familiar,

cerned.

and steadfastness under the

pres¬

of a well documented historv of the Cambodians
from the beginning of the Eunan period in the
First Century A.D. through the period of the monu¬

inscriptions to the Fourteenth Century.
promises us dessert in the form of a his¬
tory of Modern Cambodia and several other coun¬
ments

He

and

even

tries of Indo-China.
In spite of the

weighty subject the

present

volume is light reading, in spite of the geographi¬
cal remoteness and antiquity this book has evi¬
dences of its modern relationships. It is an interest¬

ing prelude to the larger works which it is hoped
may fulfill the author’s promises.
Harvey B. Otterman.

HITLER’S WORDS—Edited

by Gordon W. Prange,
Washington, American Council on Public Affairs,
1944. Pp. 400.
$3.75.
Doctor Prange took unto himself the ungrateful
task of compiling, classifying by subject, and trans¬
lating into understandable English the outpouring
of the most vocal of all dictators. Only one who
has read Mein Kampf in its unexpurgated form and
in the original German can fully appreciate the
magnitude of his labors. And he had the patience
include an index!
All students of the Hitler
Reich will welcome this addition to their reference
shelves.
James W. Riddleberger.
to

{Continued

on page
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INDIAN
millan

CRISIS, by John S. Hoyland. The MacCompany, New York, 1943, Pp. 190 $2.00.

It has been said that however well documented

about India may be, it is possible to
contradictory statement which would be
equally well documented. Readers of “Indian Crisis”
would do well to keep that in mind.
The author, John S. Hoyland, an English Quaker
and Fellow of the Royal Historical Society, served
from 1912 to 1919 as Principal of the Friends’
Mission High Schocd in Hoshangabad, Central
any statement

make

a

Provinces, and after that, until 1928,

as

Lecturer in

History and English at Hislop College in Nagpur,
Central Provinces.

In the

course

of his services

as

teacher, he acted as an official of the Famine
Relief Authority, and hence had occasion to know
a

not

only the intellectual

groups

of the Indian towns
people of India’s

but also the unlettered and simple
remote and isolated villages.
His memories are warm and

affectionate, his

knowledge of the country intimate and deep, and
his analysis of the political problem that of a stu¬
dent who finds one of the many facets of the Indian
picture so impressive that all others may be ignored.
The facet gazed long and undestandingly upon by
Mr. Hoyland is the one which reflects the spiritual¬
ity of the Indian sages, the intellectualism of many
of the Congress leaders, the emotionalism of the
Hindu patriot, and perhaps above all else the pacifist
philosophy of Mr. Gandhi. Mellowed by the au¬
thor’s own liberalism and antipathy towards autoc¬
racy, the discussion of conditions in India is re¬
counted in “Indian Crisis” becomes simply a pres¬
entation of the Congress and ultra-liberal English
point of view. If Mr. Hoyland attempted to give
an objective picture of the background of the In¬
dian problem, he failed signally, in the opinion of
this reviewer.
If, on the other hand, he intended
merely to explain the attitude of the average Con¬
gressman, then one can but compliment him upon
his work. As a primer on India, geographically,
historically, and culturally, and on certain segments
of the Indian population, it is perhaps as satisfac¬
tory a book as one can find. Certainly it is pleas¬
ant reading; certainly it provides any reader with
an
understanding of much that is true about India.

for the simple statement that “Britain has performed
great services in India’s behalf, especially in the
establishment of internal peace, the development
of communications, the fighting of famine, and the
introduction of an educational system which, how¬

inadequate and misconceived, has still given

ever

India national consciousness and national aspira¬
tion.” The accomplishments there cited are con¬

siderable, and

were the result of unflinching devo¬
duty and of great labor on the part of many
Englishmen—of how much labor one would, per¬
haps, have to live in India to know. The system
which permitted these accomplishments, and others,
deserves, it would appear, some favorable comment.
Nor were many of the men who operated the system
among those who kicked Indian students from fast
moving trains. Mr. Hoyland would, of course,
deny, and correctly, that his book makes any such
outrageous allegation as that just suggested. Never¬
theless, he chooses to cite such an instance, and the
presentation of the subject is such that the reader is
apt to conclude that the incident is usual and typical.
As the British case has been neglected, so has that
of the Moslems. A people who constitute more than
a fifth of the population, and whose former leaders

tion

to

were,

before the British, the most recent rulers of

India, represent a factor in the Indian body politic
which can not properly be ignored, or discussed in
only a few pages. It is not enough to cite those
prominent Moslems who side with the Congress; if
the Moslem League membership is small compared
the total number of Moslems in the country, so
is the Congress membership small compared to the
total number of Indians or of Hindus.
The fact
remains that as a party the League speaks for a
to

confronting the British and the people of India

large and powerful segment of the population.
tacitly recognize in the Cripps’
propasal the Pakistan scheme, they are but acceeding to the demand of many Indians whose claim
to speak on such matters would appear as valid as
that of those with whom Mr. Hoyland sympathizes.
Mr. Hoyland merely maintains, however, that Paki¬
stan is impractical and that its acceptance would
prove harmful to India. It is not the intention of
this reviewer to contest the logic of that conclu¬
sion; the reviewer does protest, however, on behalf
of objectivity, the absence of any discussion depict¬
ing the weight behind the demand for Pakistan.
To cite a smaller point, Mr. Hoyland establishes
clearly the case against separate electorates. He

themselves is

does

It does not, however, present to its readers much
that others consider equally true, and which must
be considered if a proper evaluation of the problem
to be obtained.
This reviewer does not intend
of the British in India, nor is he

to

plead the

case

necessarily of the
be pled successfully, but
he does feel that a book purporting to acquaint its
readers with the background of the current Indian
situation should not dismiss “The British System”
in seven pages, all of them condemnatory except
opinion that that

368

case can

Thus if the British

not

indicate that

most

members of the minor¬

ity communities can put forth, and do with much
heat, a logical argument in their favor.
Again, there is the case of the Scheduled Castes
(untouchables). Mr. Hoyland gives much deserved
praise to Gandhi for his fight against untouchability. The reader would, however, understand better
(Continued

on

page

395)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
{Continued from

page

362)

The Technical Advisory Corps and the career
personnel of the Foreign Service would be enabled
to proceed on their parallel and coordinate lines of
development both generally and individually, each
within their own held. I perceive no reason why
Foreign Service Officers who might possess or de¬
velop the necessary qualihcations and desire to make
a change should not with the consent of the Depart¬
ment transfer from the Foreign Service either tem¬
porarily or permanently into the Advisory Corps.
Upon the eventual dissolution of the Foreign
Service Auxiliary, to which dissolution it is under¬
stood the Department is committeed, the existence
of such a technical group organized upon a some¬
what higher level I and with fewer limitations)
would take care of the problem of the personnel
which the Department wishes to retain without in
any way restricting the opportunities that prior
legislation has created for Foreign Service Officers.
In fact those opportunities would be expanded for
those who possessed or acquired the necessary qual¬
ifications.
Thus we might escape the harmful effects to Serv¬
ice morale which Section V would undoubtedly pro¬
duce while at the same time a suitable vehicle would
be provided for the use of the specialized personnel
desired by the Board of Economic Operations to¬

gether with all other types of experts which present
and future developments indicate will be required in
order to make available necessary specialized ad¬
vice for the efficient operation of the American For¬
eign Service.
Could not authority for the formation of such a
Corps be included in the present proposed legisla¬
tion in lieu of Section V.

Perry N. Jester.

Acid from the
»

Auxiliary

Para, Brazil, May 15, 1944
Journal,

American Foreign Service

Washington, D. C.
Gentlemen:
Several issues of the Journal have just come to
my attention and I note with interest the horrified
attitude of the Journal concerning the recruiting
into the service of “specialists” v/hose training and

experience have been acquired in business or other
governmental agencies.
The adopted view of the Journal that the regu¬
lar Foreign Service Officers can perform all of the
additional duties in the Foreign field that have been
created by the war effort is highly commendable,
from a childish point of view. However, I feel that
370

a
majority of the Officers realize the physical and
practical impossibility of attending to such extra
duties and technical problems added by the war.
The Journal seems to have adopted the attitude
that it needs to defend the Foreign Service Officers
from any encroachment of their positions by the
new recruits.
I am sure that the Foreign Service
Officers whom it has been my privilege to know do
not require—and do not ask for—such defense.

Their records constitute sufficient evidence of their
abilities without attempting to establish the fact
that they are supermen.
It is giatifying, however, to note that the needs
of the Foreign Service in the matter of specialists
and employees from business, other agencies and

departments

to meet

the

emergency are

being

recog¬

nized and filled, and I feel that the Journal need
have no fear of the new recruits being absorbed
into the Foreign Service without adequate proof of

competency and fortitude.

Personally, it is

my

belief that the service will

benefit a HelFuva lot more if the Journal abandon
its petty editorial policy in this regard.

Sincerely,
Fred

Godsey,

Auxiliary Vice Consul.
PRESS COMMENT
(Continued from
were

page

under the orders of his

Government in

definite policy. This policy has suc¬
ceeded. The combination of diplomatic and eco¬
nomic pressure has finally induced the Spaniards to
do practically everything the Allies desired. Not
only have they agreed to expell all designated Nazi
agents from Tangier and cut to a dwindling mini¬
mum the flow of
tungsten to Germany; they are
actually exporting more war materials to the Allies
pursuance

of

350)

own

a

than to the enemy.
It goes without

saying that this achievement is
partly the effect of the change in the war balance.
In part, also, it is due to the suppressed currents of
Spanish opinion, that flow with increasing strength
against the Falange and its alliances and in favor
of the Allies. Nevertheless it is noteworthy that
Spain, at the beginning of the war bound to the
Axis and ever since leaning openly in that direc¬
tion, has reversed its attitude more drastically than
any of the other neutrals. The Franco Government
has made more concessions than Sweden or Turkey,
Portugual or Eire. This is certainly a real defeat
for the Eascist elements in Spain and a signal vic¬
tory for Allied diplomacy. In accomplishing what
he was sent to do the Ambassador to Madrid has
rendered a great service to his country and to the
Allied cause.
The American Eoreign Service Journal
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Rubber Plantation, 1944 Model
decades before that research

The

almost

Far East which in

housed in the million-dollar laboratory
which shelters it today.

sprawling plantations of the equatorial
peacetime suppliedicrude
rubber needs now are fenced off by a ring

of steel.

But plans are now complete to produce, in
America, tires for civilians, from synthetic
rubber plants not in existence two years ago.
It took the best that

science, the rubber in¬
dustry and government could give, to make
that come true, but it is true.

two

was

They are greatly advantaged by Goodyear’s
long experience in handling synthetic rub¬
ber, a knowledge that dates back beyond the

granting of our first synthetic patents in 1927.
Direct descendants of America’s first all¬

How

synthetic rubber tire, produced by Good¬
in 1937, they benefit from our work in
building for the U. S. Army the first tires
wholly made from synthetic rubber pro¬

nowhere

duced in the

fruitfully it has come true is perhaps
more vividly illustrated than in
the stalwart Goodyear synthetic rubber tires
pictured here, now being built for sale to
eligible drivers.

year

new

government

are confident you will find them to be
the best tires being built today, representa¬
tive of that standard which for years has

We

over ride
other make.”

These

made “more people

the world

their

Goodyear tires than

on any

big, tough, springy tires really had
origin in Goodyear research long ago.

NO OTHER SYNTHETIC
RUBBER TIRE OFFERS YOU
ALL THESE ADVANTAGES
1. Twenty

years’ experience wilh
synthetic rubber
2. A tough, sturdy
war

carcass of pre*
quaiity, low stretch Superlwist

plants.

TO GET MAXIMUM SERVICE

on

from present-

day synthetic rubber tires, it is im¬
portant to observe these two simple
rules:
1.

Drive slowly at

start

all times—stop and

slowly.

cord

Tested non-skid safety from
time-proved Goodyear tread de¬
sign

3.

4.

Maximum

wear

2.

Keep tires properly inflated, and

do not overload.

from scientific

Goodyear design that keeps tread
under compression
5.

Greater

experience and skill
by Goodyear’s record
in buildi.ig more than 350,000,000
pneumatic tires — millions more
than any other manufacturer
evidenced

Supertwist—T.M. The Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Company

England,

Goodyear products are manufactured in Argentina, Australia, Brasil, Canada, Eire,
India, Mexico, Peru, South Africa, Sweden, The United States. Branches, Distributors and Dealers throughout the world.
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Foreign Service Changes
May 1, 1944
The following
American Foreign

changes have occurred in the
Service since April 1, 1944:

Wainright Abbott of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
assigned to the Department of State, has been
designated First Secretary of the American Em¬
bassy at Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
now

Daniel V. Anderson of Dover, Delaware,

signed

as

Amer¬

Barranquilla, Colombia, has been
American Consul at Valencia, Spain.

ican Consul at

John Allen Bennett of Florida, Senior

as¬

Economic

Analyst in the American Embassy at Caracas, Vene¬
zuela, has been designated Senior Economic Analyst
in the American Embassy at Ciudad Trujillo, Do¬
minican Republic.
Jesse G. Benson of California, has been appointed
Senior Economic Analyst in the American Embassy
at

Lima, Peru.

J. Webb Benton of Pen Ryn, Cornwall Heights,
Pennsylvania, now assigned to the Department of
as American Consul Gen¬
Belgian Congo.
Towanda, Pennsylvania, now
assigned to the Department of State, has been as¬
signed as American Vice Consul at St. John, New

State, has been assigned

eral at Leopoldville,
Paul C. Betts of

Brunswick, Canada.
Max Waldo

Bishop of Bettendorf, Iowa, now
assigned to the Department of State, has been as¬
signed as American Consul at Colombo, Ceylon.
M. Williams Blake of Columbus, Ohio, Third
Secretary of the American Legation and American
Vice Consul at Tehran, Iran, has been designated
Second Secretary of the American Legation and
American Vice Consul at the same place, and will
continue to serve in dual capacity.
Byron Blankinship of New York, New York,
American Vice Consul at Tijuana, Baja California,
Mexico, has been designated Third Secretary of the
American Embassy and American Vice Consul at
Madrid, Spain, and will serve in dual capacity.
Samuel E. Boaz of Maryville, Tennessee, has been
appointed American Vice Consul at Birmingham,
England.
John B. Brady of Washington, D. C., has been
appointed American Vice Consul at Valparaiso,

Chile.
Robert M. Bruns of Indiana, has been appointed
American Vice Consul at Calcutta, India, and At¬
tache to the American Mission at New Delhi, India,
with residence at New Delhi.
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Prescott Childs of Holyoke, Massachusetts, Sec¬
ond Secretary of the American Legation and Amer¬
ican Consul at Wellington, New Zealand, has been

designated First Secretary of the American Lega¬
tion and American Consul at Wellington and he
will continue to serve in dual capacity.
Oliver Edmund Clubb of St.

Paul, Minnesota,

assigned to the Department of State, has been
assigned as American Consul at Vladivostok, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Edwin S. Coleman of Cape May, New Jersey,
has been assigned as American Vice Consul at Rio
now

de

Janeiro, Brazil.
Barnaby Conrad, Jr., of San Francisco, Cali¬
fornia, American Vice Consul at Vigo, Spain, has
been assigned as American Vice Consul at Ceuta,
Spanish North Africa.
Cabot Coville of Los Angeles, California, Eirst
Secretary of the American Embassy and American
Consul at London, England, has been designated
Eirst Secretary of the American Legation and
American Consul at Stockholm, Sweden, and will
serve in dual capacity.
Kennedy M. Crockett of Texas, has been assigned
as American Vice Consul at Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, Mexico.
Linton Crook of Anniston, Alabama, now as¬
signed to the Department of State, has been as¬
signed as American Vice Consul at Foynes, Ireland.
Glion Curtis, Jr., of Webster Groves, Missouri,
Second Secretary of the American Embassy and
American Vice Consul at Port-au-Prince, Haiti, has
been designated Second Secretary of the American
Embassy and American Vice Consul at Madrid,
Spain, and will serve in dual capacity.
Henry Dearborn of Andover, Massachusetts,
American Vice Consul at Manta, Ecuador, has been
assigned American Vice Consul at Guayaquil,
Ecuador.
Andrew E. Donovan, 2d, of San Erancisco, Cali¬
fornia, Second Secretary of the American Embassy
and American Vice Consul
has been designated Second

at Bogota, Colombia,
Secretary of the Amer¬
ican Embassy and American Vice Consul at Ciudad
Trujillo, Dominican Republic, and will serve in
dual capacity.

Hooker A. Doolittle of Utica, New York, Eirst

Secretary of the American Legation at Cairo, Egypt,
has been assigned as American Consul General at
The American Foreign Service Journal

Alexandria, Egypt.

Dowling of Jesup, Georgia, Second
Secretary of the American Embassy and American
Vice Consul

at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, has been
American Vice Consul at Naples, Italy.
Everett F. Drumright of Drumright, Oklahoma,
Second Secretary of the American Embassy at
Chungking, China, and concurrently assigned as
American Consul at Kunming, Yunnan, China, has
been assigned as American Consul at Chungking in
addition to his present designation as Second Secre¬
tary of the American Embassy there, and he will
serve in dual
capacity.
John A. Embry of Dade City, Florida, now as¬
signed to the Department of State, has been as¬
signed as American Consul at Hull, England.
James Espy of Cincinnati, Ohio, Third Secretary
of the American Legation and American Vice Con¬
sul at Cairo, Egypt, has been designated Second
Secretary of the American Legation and American
Vice Consul at the same place and be will continue
to serve in dual capacity.
Hubert F. Ferrell of Roanoke, Virginia, American
Vice Consul at Kunming, Yunnan, China, with resi¬
dence at Chungking, China, has been assigned
American Vice Consul at Beirut, I^ebanon.
Vernon L. Fluharty of Worthington, Ohio, Amer¬
ican Vice Consul at Medellin, Colombia, has been
assigned as American Vice Consul at Melilla, Span¬

assigned

as

ish North Africa.
Archibald E.

Gray of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
assigned to the Department of State, has been
designated Second Secretary of the American Em¬
bassy and American Consul at Port-au-Prince,
Haiti, and will serve in dual capacity.
William M. Gwynn of Los Angeles, California,
Second Secretary of the American Legation and
now

Amreican

Consul

at

Beirut, Lebanon, has been

designated First Secretary of the American Legation
and American Consul at the same place, and will
continue to serve in dual capacity.
Monroe B. Hall of New

York, New York, Secre¬

tary in the American Mission at New Delhi, India,
has been
State.

assigned for duty in the Department of

Parker T. Hart of

Medford, Massachusetts, Third
Secretary of the American Legation and American
Vice Consul at Cairo, Egypt, has been designated
Third Secretary of the American Legation and
American Vice Consul at Jidda,
will serve in dual capacity.

Saudi Arabia, and

Harry F. Hemmerich of New York, New York,
American Vice Consul

at Accra, Gold Coast, West
Africa, has been assigned American Vice Consul
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Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa.
Eugene M. Hinkle of New York, New York, Sec¬
ond Secretary of the American Embassy at Habana,
Cuba, has been designated First Secretary of the
American Embassy at the same place.
Hungerford B. Howard of Los Angeles, Cali¬
fornia, Third Secretary of the American Embassy
at Chungking, China, and concurrently
assigned as
American Vice Consul at Kunming, Yunnan, China,
with residence at Chungking, has been assigned as
American Vice Consul at Chungking in addition to
his present designation as Third Secretary there
and he will serve in dual capacity.
John D. Jernegan of San Diego, California, Third
Secretary of the American Legation and American
Vice Consul at Tehran, Iran, has been designated
Second Secretary of the American Legation and
American Vice Consul at the same place, and he
will continue to serve in dual capacity.
Paul J. Kann of New York, New York, has been
appointed American Vice Consul at Istanbul,
Turkey.
Alexander C. Kirk of Chicago, Illinois, Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America to Egypt, has been ap¬
pointed the United States member of the Advisory
Council for Italy with the rank of Ambassador.
C. Porter Kuykendall of Towanda, Pennsylvania,
American Consul at Liverpool, England, has been
assigned as American Consul General at the same
place.
George D. Lament of Albion, New York, Amer¬
ican Consul at Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, has
been assigned as American Consul at Bombay,
at

Walter C.

India.
William M. Lauman of New York, New York,
has been appointed Special Assistant in the Amer¬
ican Consulate General at Istanbul, Turkey.
Norma Lemmon of California, has been ap¬

pointed Junior Economic Analyst in the American
Embassy at Quito, Ecuador.
Nils E. Lind of

Wilton, Connecticut, has been

appointed Attache to the American Legation at
Jidda, Saudi Arabia.
Weldon Litsey of Laramie, Wyoming, has been
appointed American Vice Consul at Barranquilla,

Colombia.
Basil Macgowan

of Knoxville, Tennessee, now
assigned to the Department of State, has been as¬
signed American Vice Consul at Hamilton, Ber¬
muda.

Archibald F. McFayden of Harrisonburg, Vir¬
ginia, American Vice Consul at Kunming, Yunnan,
China, with residence at Chungking, China, has
been assigned as American Vice Consul at Chung(Continued

on

page
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Miss Ann Van JVynen, American
Vice Consul at Johannesburg, taken

during her recent holiday in Lourenco Marques, Mozambique.

Birthday cake prepared for Minister
Johnsons fiftieth birthday by Bob¬
bie Gillette, a messenger at the
Stockholm Legation.

Taken at the wedding of Miss Eleanor Flood and Mr.
Horton Schoellkopf, Jr., in Beirut. Mr. Wadsworth gave
the bride away and David H. Henry, II, was best man.
The bride and groom went to Damascus for their honey¬

Left to right: Miss Margaret Wilson, Mr. George
Wadsworth, Mrs. Wadsworth, Miss Flood, Mr. Schoell¬
kopf, and Mr. David H. Henry, II.

moon.

>

Miami, Fla.—Ellis Briggs, newly-ap¬

pointed U. S. ambassador to the Do¬
minican Republic, boarding a Pan
American Clipper in Miami for Ha¬
vana where he spent a few days be¬
fore proceeding to Ciudad Trujillo.
Pan American World Airways photo.

At the Naval

Operating Base during the Under Secre¬
visit to Bermuda en route from London. Left
right: Mr. Matthews, Lord Burghley, Mr. Stettinius,

tary s
to

Admiral Sowell.

The University

of Manitoba

on

J.

was

delivered

to

Spanish sailing vessel, for rescue of 18 shipwrecked American
seamen.
Left to right: Messenger Domingo Betancor, Clerk Mafias
Mayor, Miss Hubbard pinning on medal. Consul Fernald, Captain
Elvira, Manuela Elvira. Clerk James G. Orn.

May

12, 1944, conferred upon Consul Gen¬
eral Alfred W. Klieforth the degree
of Doctor of Laws [honoris causa)
in recognition of outstanding public
service in Canada. Doctor Klieforth
is shown acknowledging the receipt
of the diploma from the Chancellor
of the University, the Honorable An¬
drew Knox Dysart, M.A., LL.D.
(center), and the Registrar, Doctor
W'.

Spain, on March 16 a medal
Captain Manuel Elvira Martin, master of a

At the Consulate at Las Palmas,

Mr. and Mrs. John B. Ocheltree sunning
themselves outside the Consulate at Godthaab.

Spence, B.A., LL.D.

This

photo of Lee D. Randall, Third

Secretary at Bern, reached his fam¬

ily, strangely enough, by way of
Stuttgart. On the back of the pic¬
ture

Lee had noted: “Jacket is

in black water-proof material
Grisons (Canton) peasant
It is worn loose, so that one
ski without falling or else not

copy,

of the
blouse.
has to
wear.”

Yukon, Messrs. Eng¬
lish, Parsons and Clark were guests
in April of the Northwest Service
Command at the dedication of the
Canol Refinery.
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king.
Louis Guy Michael of Michigan, has been ap¬
pointed Attache to the American Embassy at Mos¬
cow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Harvey Lee Milbourne of Charlestown, West Vir¬
ginia, Second Secretary of the American Embassy
at Chungking, China, has also been assigned Amer¬
ican Consul at Chungking and will serve in dual
capacity.
Charles S. Millet of Richmond, New Hampshire,
Third Secretary of the American Embassy at Chung¬
king, China, has been designated Second Secretary
of the American Embassy at the same place.
Charles D. Mitchell of Kentucky, has been desig¬
nated Economic Analyst in the American Embassy
at Lima, Peru.
Brewster H. Morris of Villanova, Pennsylvania,
Third Secretary of the American Legation and
American Vice Consul at Stockholm, Sweden, has
been designated Second Secretary of the American

Legation and American Vice Consul at the same
place, and he will continue to serve in dual capacity.
Arthur Eustace Ojeda of Los Angeles, California,
has been designated Attache to the American Lega¬
tion at Lisbon, Portugal.
J. Hall Paxton of Danville, Virginia, Second Sec¬
retary of the American Embassy at Chungking,
China, and concurrently assigned as American Con¬
sul at Kunming, Yunnan, China, with residence at
Chungking, has been assigned American Consul
at Chungking in addition to his present designation
as
Second Secretary of the American Embassy
there, and he will serve in dual capacity.
William L. Peck of Washington, Connecticut,
now assigned to the Department of State, has been
assigned as American Consul at Palermo, Italy.
James K. Penfield of San Francisco, California,
Second Secretary of the American Embassy at

Chungking, China, has also been assigned Amer¬
ican Consul at Chungking, and he will serve in dual
capacity.
Edward E. Rice of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Sec¬
ond Secretary of the American Embassy at Chung¬
king, China, and concurrently assigned as American
Consul at Kunming, Yunnan, China, with residence
at Chungking, has been assigned as American Con¬
sul at Chungking in addition to his present desig¬
nation as Second Secretary of the American Em¬
bassy there, and he will serve in dual capacity.
Frederick L. Royt of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
American Vice Consul at Valparaiso, Chile, has
been assigned as American Vice Consul at Kingston,
Jamaica, British West Indies.
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William W. Schott of
American Consul at Oran,

signed

as

Leavenworth, Kansas,
Algeria, has been as¬
Foreign Service Officer to be attached to
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the Political Section of the Allied Control Commis¬
sion for Italy, with headquarters at Algiers, Algeria.
Frank A. Schuler, Jr., of Muskegon, Michigan,
American Consul at Windsor, Ontario, Canada, has
been assigned as American Consul at Noumea, New
Caledonia.

Aires, Argentina, has been assigned for duty in the
Department of State.
Frances E. Willis of Redlands, California, First

Secretary of the American Embassy and American
Consul at Madrid, Spain, has been assigned for duty
in the Department of State.

Edwin L. Smith of Hamburg, Arkansas, Ameri¬
Vice Consul at Moscow, Unian of Soviet So¬
cialist Republics, has been assigned as American
Vice Consul at Algiers, Algeria.
can

Paul L. Springer of Camden, New Jersey, Ameri¬
can Vice Consul at Kunming, Yunnan, China, with
residence at Chungking, China, has been assigned
as American Vice Consul at Chungking.

Harry E. Stevens of Alameda, California, Second
Secretary of the American Embassy at Chungking,
China, and concurrently assigned as American Con¬
sul at Kunming, Yunnan, China, with residence at
Chungking, has been assigned as Second Secretary
of the American Embassy there, and he will serve
in dual capacity.
Francis H. Styles of Falls Church, Virginia, Sec¬
ond Secretary of the American Legation and Ameri¬
can Consul at Dublin, Ireland, has been designated
First Secretary of the American Legation and Amer¬
ican Consul at the same place, and he will continue
to serve in dual capacity.
James S. Triolo of Alameda, California, Third
Secretary of the American Embassy and American
Vice Consul at Bogota, Colombia, has been assigned
as

American Vice Consul

at

Medellin, Colombia.

Tyler Thompson, of Elmira, New York, now
assigned to the Department of State, has been as¬
signed as American Vice Consul at Oran, Algeria.
John C. Vorrath, Jr., of New Jersey, has been
assigned as American Vice Consul at Leopoldville,
Belgian Congo.
Woodruff Wallner of New York, New York, now
assigned to the Department of Slate, has been as¬
signed as American Vice Consul at Naples, Italy.
Aubrey Lee Welch, Jr., of Charleston, South
Carolina, American Vice Consul at Suez, Egypt, has
been assigned as American Vice Consul at Oran,
Algeria.
Alfred T. Wellborn of New Orleans, Louisiana,
Third Secretary of the American Embassy at Chung¬
king, China, and concurrently assigned as American
Vice Consul at Kunming, Yunnan, China, with resi¬
dence at Chungking, has been assigned as American
Vice Consul at Chungking, in addition to his pres¬
ent designation as Third Secretary of the American
Embassy there, and he will serve in dual capacity.
Eric C. Wendelin of Quincy, Massachusetts, Sec¬
ond Secretary of the American Embassy at Buenos
378
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tributed at the official price of 16
It seems hardly necessary to

marks per bottle.
add that the in¬
ternees immediately began tapping illegal liquor
sources.
An infamous distillation of topinambour
(Jerusalem artichoke) was to be had cheap in the
winter of

1943, but after

a few experiences it was
by all but the most hardy. Thereafter
local peasant distillations of plums, pears, cherries
(all with more or less of a potato base) were pre¬
ferred. Because of the high price in marks (30 to
50 marks: 12 to 20 dollars) per liter, most in¬
ternees chose to barter food supplies or even old
clothes for Schnapps. The supply was never equal
to the demand, and quality varied from poor to
fair, but internees will look back gratefully on the
opportunities the Schnapps afforded them occasion¬
ally to alter the tedious rhythm of their lives.

abandoned

Laundry

Washing of personal linen was done through the
regular hotel laundry, each person paying for his
own.
Later the German Government, upon learn¬
ing that the American Government paid for the
laundry of the German Group at Ingleside, assumed
the laundry charges of the internees at Baden
Baden.

Cleaning

and

Pressing

The hotel’s valet service was likewise available
the internees, but the high price of pressing
(RM 4.50 or $1.80 for a man’s suit) was prohibi¬

to

tive.

At first it was possible to have clothes dry
cleaned at will, but soon after the Group’s arrival
this was stopped because of dearth of cleaning fluid
and personnel in the town. It was, however, pos¬
sible to arrange through Dr. Schlemann for the
local dry cleaning establishment to be placed for a
week at the disposal of the Group with no limitation
on the number of clothes cleaned.
This event, how¬
ever,

occurred only twice during

our stay.

Tobacco
At Lourdes members of the

Group had used their
regular French tobacco tickets to draw rations in
The American Foreign Service Journal
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engine known for dependability — Lycoming!
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is

the world, more
more homes, and the
comfort of modern home appliances is bright¬
ening the lives of new millions of people . . .
because of the development of power projects
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skill and enterprise of the national plan¬
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the town, but at Baden Baden
ities arranged for cigarettes,
bacco to be shipped directly to

”1

the German author¬

!

cigars and pipe to¬
Dr. Schlemann. On
distribution days, which averaged less than once a
month, the internees were permitted to buy 45
cigarettes and either 6 cigars or a package of pipe
tobacco.
The quality was poor, the prices high
(cigarettes averaging 2 marks per package of 20)
and the quantity negligible.
Fortunately the Red
Cross parcels, depending on their type, contained
from 2 to 6 packages of American cigarettes, and
the American Red Cross representative in Geneva
sent the Group a total of 40,000 cigarettes.
A few
lucky persons received packages containing cigar¬
ettes from France and England, but the Group as a
whole was on very short tobacco rations throughout
its stay in Germany.
Internal Organization

Before the official train arrived in Baden Baden,
Dr. Schlemann, who had previous experience as

permanent delegate of

the German Foreign Office

official groups in detention, informed Mr. Tuck
that he intended to treat directly with no individual
member of the Group except Mr. Tuck and one
member of his staff, and that he wished all matters

to

pertaining to the Group’s life to reach him through
that channel. Mr. Tuck appointed Mr. Tyler
Thompson, the senior secretary of Embassy, to act
under his orders as liaison officer with the German
authorities.
The writing room of the hotel was
taken over as a chancery, which was open 4l/i>
hours daily, and a regular duty roster of Embassy

stenographers and messengers established.
All matters pertaining to the official life of the
Group were handled through the chancery, Mr.
Tuck or Mr. Thompson taking up personally with
Dr. Schlemann or the head of the German police
questions which needed settling.
Shortly after our arrival, Mr. Tuck appointed,
for the purpose of imparting information or instruc¬
tions of moment (those of less importance were
posted on the Bulletin Board in the hall), or to
discuss matters of general interest to the Group,
a
General Executive Gommittee composed of his
immediate staff, the Military and Naval Attaches,
the principal officers of the three Gonsulates, the
Director of the American Red Cross, the head of
the Quakers (who also represented the 3 Mennonites) and the Syndic of the American press
representatives. The members of this committee
communicated

to

their subordinates

or

This trade-mark
is

symbol of
quality petroleum
products. There is
a

a

Texaco Product

for every purpose.

The Texas

Company

Manufacturers of

TEXACO
Petroleum Products

the persons

represented the Committee’s decisions or such
information of general interest as had been laid
before it bv Mr. Tuck.
Most developments con¬
cerning exchange negotiations were made known
they
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in this way,

dressed the

but on a few occasions Mr. Tuck ad¬
Group as a whole.

Relations

with

the

Swiss Legation

Our transfer from France to Baden Baden caused
the Group to be removed from the jurisdiction of
the Swiss Legation at Vichy and placed under that
of the Swiss Legation in Berlin. Mr. Soldati, rep¬

resenting the latter mission, met us upon arrival
in Baden Baden, and Mr. Frey, who had accom¬
panied us from Lourdes, returned to his post at
Vichy. The Foreign Interests Section of the Swiss
Legation at Berlin was headed by a Minister, Dr.
Peter A. Feldscher. Because of lack of personnel,
Dr. Feldscher had decided against placing a per¬
manent Swiss representative at Baden Baden, and
for the first two months of our stay we received
a
weekend visit of a Swiss representative every

fortnight. Subsequently, and for reasons considered
necessary, Mr. Tuck and Dr. Feldscher agreed on
the necessity of the uninterrupted presence in Baden
Baden of a representative of the Swiss Government.
This practice was followed, with the exception of
breaks of a few days, throughout the Group’s in¬
ternment, and “the Swiss” became an integral part
of Group life. All members of the Group will re¬
member with pleasure their associations with the
various Swiss representatives.
Dr. Feldscher himself made two brief stops at
Baden Baden to confer with Mr. Tuck, and he occa¬

Washington's

sionally sent to discuss matters of moment, his close
associate, M. Soldati, the only Swiss Foreign Serv¬
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conducted
the Swiss
Legation in Berlin, and Mr. Tuck frequently spoke
by telephone with Dr. Feldscher or M. Soldati.
Regime

Capital. Four blocks from the De¬
partment of State. Convenient to
all points of interest in Washing¬
ton.

ice officer of career whom we saw.
A vast amount of correspondence was
with the Foreign Interests section of

C.

by Dr. Schlemann to Mr. Tuck upon our arrival,
was complete isolation from the civilian population
of Germany. No member of the Group was to leave
the hotel grounds without the presence of a German
police inspector. Contact with all Germans, except
hotel officials and employees, by speaking or in
writing was forbidden.
Outings in the town were to be permitted only in
small groups under strict surveillance for necessary
purposes connected with the health of the internees.
A tentative outline of the regime was communicated
to Mr. Tuck, and he assembled the entire Group on
the evening of our arrival to communicate it to the
individual members and to request their coopera¬
tion in following, in their own interest, the rules
The American Foreign Service Journal

The Newest Thing in Umbrellas
SUDDENLY
a new fighter plane
hasfrom
soared
Europe—200—300—400
miles
its
over

hase in Britain.

Now, United States homhers have an umbrella
of protection—protection in those vital seconds
that spell success or failure for the mission.
This long-range fighter plane is the Mustang
P-51B—designed and built by North American
powered by the Packard-built Rolls-Royce
engine.
The exact speed of the Mustang is a military

—

secret—hut it’s known

to

be 400 miles per

hour,

plus.
Its altitude is another

military secret, but
in the 8-mile bracket.

everybody knows it’s

up
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This

ceiling of 40,000 feet or better is made
possible by the 2-stage, 2-speed supercharger,
perfected some months ago by British and Pack¬
ard engineers, aided l)y United States Army Air
Forces

specialists.

The headlines

being written today by the
Mustang are proof again of what happens when
you give the world’s best flyers a plane that
matches their skill.
Here at Packard, we know that every fighting
engine we build may help to shorten the war by
a week, a day, or an hour. That’s why we are

working harder than ever to build better en¬
gines—and more of them—for the famous planes
and PT boats shown here.
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Nothing takes the place of BACARDI
Magic in

a

name! Nothing less than magic when the name is Bacardi.

For here is the

ment—that

signal

as

or a

as

the symbol of complete drinking enjoy¬

something extra in flavor and quality that lifts a Bacardi

drink above and apart

Soda,

well

from all others. Just try refreshing Bacardi and

cooling Bacardi Collins,

You’ll agree, at your

or a

Rum

89 Proof

luxurious Bacardi Cocktail.

first sip, that twlhhig takes the place of Bacardi.
BACARDI Gold Label

'BACATW/

AWARDED 35 MEDALS FOR EXCELLENCE SINCE 1861

COMPANIA
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RON

BACARDI,

S. A. Santiagi

Straii’ht..

.or

in

a

Higtibalt

BACARDI White Label

Straight..
de

.or

in Cocktails

Cuba.
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by the German authorities. Details of
will be handled separately in the follow¬
ing paragraphs.
laid down
the regime

Police

Immediately

upon our

arrival at Brenner’s Park

Hotel the uniformed men of the Sicherheitdienst
of the German Army, commanded by Major Oehme,
turned over the responsibility for the Group’s sur¬
veillance to Herr Riemann, an official of the Ges¬

having a rank corresponding to that of a cap¬
tain in the army. He was assisted by subordinate
tapo

police inspectors drawn partly from the Gestapo
and partly from the criminal police (Kripo), usual¬
ly numbering about 8 and wearing civilian clothes.
Herr Riemann, although responsible to his own
superiors for our physical surveillance, was subor¬
dinated, at least in theory, to Dr. Schlemann in
matters pertaining to policy.
The duties of Herr
Riemann and his

men

exceeded those involved in

preventing our escape or stopping unauthorized
persons from entering the hotel.
All inspectors
were
supposed to appear ready for duty, fully
clothed, hy day or night, during full air alarms.
An inspector was on duty day and night hy the
front door, and another in the garden during the
hours when it was open to the Group. The remain¬
ing inspectors were busy during the day conducting
groups of internees to doctors, dentists, hospitals,
Sportplatz, tennis courts or on walks, as will be
described.
Although the subordinate Gestapo in¬
spectors were frequently changed, the 3 Kripo men
appeared to be permanently attached to the hotel.
In July Herr Riemann was replaced by Herr Ring,
who remained in charge of our surveillance until
we left Baden Baden and accompanied us to the
Spanish frontier.
Except for hotel servants, the only Germans who
were

allowed in the hotel

doctors visiting

were

masseurs

and

emergency

patients,

tailor and

a

mas¬

veter¬
inary, the barher, two local women authorized to

seuses,

give German lessons,

a

a

dressmaker.

Garden

hour before dinner and from

more

with

than

it is important to select your

ever,

Dependability, permanency
coupled with products of modern de¬
sign and sound values are no doubt the guiding factors
source

extreme

care.

and responsibility,

in the selection of

each of your sources. Concentrate
dealings in Montgomery Ward and be assured of
these basic advantages. Procure all your varied require¬
ments from this Strong Central Source of Supply.

your

Wards have been in business 71 years —in the export
business

57 years.

This great corporation has produc¬

tion alliances with many

leading industries —a constant

research and engineering program —huge annual oper¬
ations

to

effect

better

products, competitively priced.

Representative of profitable lines available to
at

The hotel garden was open to the Group from 8
until 1 p.m. and from 2 in the afternoon unli* dark,
which varied with the season from 5 to 9:30 p.m.
In addition, dog owners were permitted to use the

garden for a half an
9:30 to 10 p.m.

Today,

Montgomery Wards

Farm

you

Sound

Automotive Products

Equipment

Equipment
Sporting Goods

Tools and Hardware

Electrical Goods

Building Supplies

House Furnishings
Dinner and Glassware

Paints and Enamels
For information write

today

are:

or

cable

Montgomery Ward.

Mail

Members of the

Group were permitted to corre¬
spond with all countries not at war with Germany,
and with the United States and Great Britain.

respondence with private
self
to

was

forbidden.

Dr. Schlemann

July. 1944

persons

Letters

were

Cor¬

MONTGOMERY WARD

in Germany it¬
handed unsealed

EXPORT

DIVISIOIST

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

who, after perusing them, sent
385

them to Berlin for censorship. Mail addressed to
the United States and Great Britain was handed,
after censorship by the German authorities, to the
Swiss Legation in Berlin, while for neutral or Ger¬
man-dominated countries, letters which had pre¬

viously been stamped with the appropriate amount
of German postage, proceeded through normal pos¬
tal channels.
Mail from the United States was
handed by the Swiss Legation in Berlin to the
German Foreign Office for censorship and after¬
wards despatched to Dr. Schlemann for distribution
to the internees.
Outgoing American mail reached
its destination much

sooner than incoming, which
usually three months on the way. Letters from
England by airmail prisoner of war post were fre¬
quently received more quickly than letters by ordi¬
nary mail posted in Lisbon, Spain, or even France.
was

Packages

HE knows.,, do you...
THAT—American

companies

are

steamship

conducting the

greatest water transport opera¬
tions in

Members of the Group were permitted to receive
packages from outside Germany, but as they did
not come under the provisions of the Franco-Ger¬
man
agreements concerning food packages to pris¬
oners, very little food was received from France
in this way.
considered us

Apparently the British authorities
as
prisoners, for internees with
friends and relatives in England regularly received
not only cigarettes and the latest books, but also
shoes and other articles of clothing.
An insignificant number of parcels from the
United States addressed as to a prisoner of war
camp, were received.

history.

Clothing
All textiles and shoes

THAT— without such opera¬
tions
our

the

military

successes

of

Armed Forces v/ould be im¬

possible.

10 HANOVER

SQUARE, NEW YORK

strictly rationed in Ger¬

eral months to satisfy requests.
best.
The Swiss authorities helped

Children fared

relieve a serious
clothing situation by arranging the shipment to
Baden Baden of such clothing as internees had left
behind in France, but it was the American Red
Cross that

GRACE LINE

are

many, but the authorities, while fairly generous
in providing coupons for the Group, required sev¬

came

to

our

rescue.

In December

a

shipment containing wool shirts, stout shoes, woolen
socks, women’s stockings, raincoats and other indis¬
pensable articles was distributed to the grateful
internees.

Radio
From the

beginning, the German authorities showed
lest the internees serve as inter¬

great concern

mediaries for the communication of news from
Allied sources to the German and foreign popula¬
tion of Baden Baden. Not satisfied with forbidding
the internees to use radios they had brought with

them, Flerr Riemann, shortly after the Group’s ar386
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We have not forgotten

OUR FRIENDS
IN THE DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

EMBERS of American

Embassies, Legations and
long looked to

Consulates have
for

supplies of fine wines
and spirits. Serving them has
been at once a pleasure and a
privilege.
us

course, all distilla¬
tion of alcohol for beverage

Today, of

purpose

has been temporarily

stopped. But, from

our reserve
stocks, we have been able to
draw certain of our inventories
—and have set these aside to

July, 1944

are

CROW is
bon

our friends
lomatic Service.

supply

Thus,

in the Dip¬

or

straight whiskey — bour¬

rye.

MOUNT VERNON and

continued patronage — as

well
have

any inquiry you may
concerning our products.
DISTILLERS

EXPORT

BROADWAY, NEW YORK 5,

straight

rye

brandy. MARQUES DEL MERITO

your

as

are

whiskies. PM DE LUXE—a blend of

straight whiskies. LEJON California

cordially invite

we

GRAND-DAD

straight bourbon whiskies. OLD

OLD OVERHOLT

NATIONAL
120

OLD TAYLOR and OLD

ports and sherries.
ports and sherries.
fornia

BELLOWS & CO.

HARTLEY dry Cali¬

sherry. LEJON dry vermouth.

CHATEAU LEJON red & white wines.

COMPANY

N. Y., U. S. A.
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CURTIiSS P-40

...

Cradle of Heroes Born in the

Enemy hordes stalked the global skies!
against them flew pilots of the

Into the blue

United Nations, airborne

on

Curtiss P-40

wings. This is history!
From the earliest days of World War II,
these teams of plucky pilots and their Curtiss
P-40’s have swept the air in every theatre of
conflict. On occasion, "lone wolfing”. Other
times in squadrons! Their total formed a
mighty armada whose blazing guns have
written an unparalleled saga of successful

decorations. Honor the

pilots! Salute the

scrappy Curtiss P-40 fighters
them to success. Together,

which carried
against over¬
whelming odds, they fought to finally wrest
air supremacy for America and its Allies.

tto»

tVteT

of

Cott

aerial combat.

o’*

In the battle-raked heavens

throughout
the world, these pilots have won
undying
glory, symbolized by distinguished military
MEMBER, AIRCRAFT WA R PR 0 DU CTI ON COU

Shy

R

CIL, E AST COAST, I N C.

EXPORT SALES DIVISION

.IS®
t

this
St-

rival, collected all receiving
in

a

the day
There

before

sets

and locked them

The radios

of the hotel.

room

were

returned

departure.
was a large radio in the grand salon which
reproduced German programs for 16 hours a day.
The communique of the German High Command
was received
every day at 2 o’clock, and members
of the Group were permitted to listen to German
English language news programs, including “Lord
Haw Haw” in the evening.
our

Newspapers
For the

same

and

reason,

Periodicals

only German controlled

newspapers and periodicals were allowed to be
received in the hotel. The lack of information from

home

sources

current
was

concerning the

events

the

without

greatest cause

regime offered to

men

course

of the

the “fortress

of

war

and

Europe”

of discontent which the
and women whose moral

and intellectual health (and even means of liveli¬
hood ) had depended on being well informed.
In addition to the usual German newspapers ( the

great Nazi daily and
free by the Foreign

weekly organs were supplied
Office), internees were per¬
mitted to subscribe to the Pariser Zeitujig, a Ger¬
man newspaper
appearing in Paris with a page or
a
part-page of news in French, two extreme Col¬
laborationist weekly Paris papers— “La Gerbe”
and “Je Suis Partout”—and the “Echo de Nancy,”
a
daily paper published in Nancy, destined to be
read by French workers in Germany. Over a pe¬
riod of several months, even the “Echo de Nancy”
was denied to the
Group. Mr. Tuck finally pre¬
vailed on Dr. Schlemann to arrange for its recon¬
tinuance.
It must be remembered in this connec¬
tion that at the time of the Group’s arrival not ten

of its members spoke good German and
same
number had some reading
knowledge of the language. The latter number
increased considerably during our long stay because
of the popularity of German classes.

per cent

that

about the

Money
Mr. Tuck had arranged with Dr. Schlemann at
Lourdes that persons possessing French francs

Overseas Branches

the official rate
was
also possible
at

Cuatro Caminos

Flores

{ Buenos Aires)
Plaza Once

months.

{Havana)

RICO

La Lonja

San

{Havana)
BRAZIL
Rio de Janeiro

Cardenas

Pernambuco

Manzanillo

Santos

Matanzas

Sao Paulo

Santiago

Bayamon
Caguas
Mayaguez
Ponce

CANAL ZONE
ENGLAND

Balboa
Cristobal

REPUBLIC

OF

PANAMA

London

Panama

117, Old Broad St.

11,Waterloo Place

CHILE

.Santiago
\’alparaiso

URUGUAY

INDIA

Montevideo

Bombay

COLOMBIA

Bogota
Barranquilla

VENEZUELA

MEXICO

Medellin

66

Juan

Arecibo

Caibarien

Alexico

City

Caracas

BRANCHES IN GREATER NEW YORK

Correspondent Banks in Every Commercially
Important City oj the World

or

procedure usually involving several

American members of the

Group

were

permitted to draw through the Swiss Legation in
Berlin the mark equivalent of not exceeding $70
per month. The exorbitant rate of exchange exacted
by the German Government (RM 2.40 to the dollar)
July, 1944

PUERTO

Galiano

( Buenos Aires)

for members of the

other sources of revenue in France to have sums
transferred in marks through the Franco-German
a

{Havana)

Rosario

convert them
of 20 francs for one

Group who had unblocked funds in French banks
Clearing,

Lima

Havana

Buenos Aires

might bring the funds with them and
into marks
mark,
ft

PERU

CUBA

ARGENTINA

When
or

carry NCB Letters of Credit
Checks. They safeguard and

traveling

Travelers’

.make your money

easily available for

Member Federal Deposit

your use.

Insurance Corporation
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result that normal outlays for the few
permitted the internees, such as cigarettes,
wine and spirits in the quantities previously de¬
scribed, newspapers, flowers and such necessities as
could be purchased in the local pharmacies totaled

had the
luxuries

absurd sums in dollars.
After four years of total war with the resultant
lack of consumption goods, the mark has lost much
of its real value.
For all items except those of

its personnel.
It is to be supposed that after the
Armistice there will be a series of examinations
for entry into the Foreign Service, possibly given
abroad in convenient centers for the armed forces.
It would seem nothing short of rank discrimination
if these men, many of whom have seen active com¬
bat service, are put in an inferior position as re¬

possible rank in the Foreign Service by com¬
parison with Foreign Service Auxiliary officers
who may have sat in comfortable posts in non¬
spects

prime necessity whose prices are controlled by the
Government, prices are absurdly high, and tobacco
and spirits are heavily taxed. The 16 marks already

combat areas.
This is not to say that many of
these Foreign Service Auxiliary officers are in such

quoted as the price of a bottle of German spirits
represented about $6.50 to internees receiving their
money through the Swiss Legation and RM. 2.50
for a package of cigarettes represented a little more

fine work they are doing. It is merely stated as a
fact. If we are to admit anyone from outside the
Service in advanced grades, it is urged that such

one dollar.
On the other hand, the hotel waiter or employee
to whom an internee, unable to tip him in money,
made a present of American cigarettes from the
Red Cross packages, could realize something over
10 marks on the package in the town, and credible

than

received that such a package was resold
wealthy Germans at the Casino for 20 marks
($8.00 at our rate of exchange) and that a fourounce can of soluble coffee likewise from the pack¬
ages was known to have been resold for sums ex¬
ceeding 100 marks ($40.00).
To be concluded in the August issue.

reports were
to

ON THE FOREIGN SERVICE
LEGISLATION
(Continued from

page

359)

preferred to return to their former civil¬
ian occupations. With notable exceptions the bulk of
the temporary officers who remained in the army
and navy after the last war was made up of young¬
sters who had not yet settled down to a career in
mature age

civilian life, former

enlisted

a chosen way of
men, persons who frankly

good in

men

who had made

life or, as far as mature
had been misfits in their

former civilian

jobs.
By analogy it would

seem also that when
is ended most of the best of our Foreign

the war
Service
Auxiliary officers will wish to return to their for¬
mer civilian occupations, leaving behind those who
find that peacetime government service offers a
more secure and less competitive field than private
enterprise.
Recruitment for the career Foreign Service in
the younger grades was necessarily suspended with
the calling up of reserve officers and the advent of
the draft act. It is presumably from the men who
are now in military service, performing their obli¬

gation to their country as citizens, that the Foreign
Service would normally have recruited the bulk of
390

posts

by choice,

or to

detract in

any way

from the

possibilities should be opened to all new candidates.
It is earnestly suggested that no candidates for
the career Foreign Service should be considered
who are above the age limits specified in the present
Act covering commission to the Foreign Service.
Thirty-five is certainly the top age at which a person
destined for a career in the Foreign Service retains
sufficient malleability to conform to the general needs
of the Service. At the same time it is strongly urged,
in view of shortage of permanent officers which
will obtain at the end of the war, particularly in
view of the prospective retirements of officers con¬
tinuing despite health and age in the present For¬
eign Service, that candidates for the Foreign Serv¬
ice, at least in the early years until the Service has
been built back up, should be divided into three age
groups: persons from 32-35 uniting the necessary
qualifications might well be admitted to Class VIII;
those 28-32 into Unclassified A and those below in¬
to Unclassified C. In the same way candidates from
the Clerical and Administrative Branch of the For¬

eign Service should be admitted when qualified to
higher grades. It is obviously inconsistent to
penalize a non-career officer who may be getting
$3,000 or so salary by dropping him back to $2,500
when he enters the regular Foreign Service. All
such candidates would, however, be subject to the
usual probationary period of two years, and it
should be distinctly understood that being dropped
during the probationary period would not be neces¬
sarily a reflection upon character or general ability,
but rather a mutual agreement that the men in ques¬
tion would do better in some other calling.
It
might even be the part of wisdom if we really want
to make our Foreign Service the best in the world
to take on for the probationary period nearly twice
as many prospective officers as we expect to retain
in the permanent service. Despite any and all exam¬
inations, the proof of fitness and adaptability to
the Service can only be ascertained in a probation¬
ary period.
these
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Instantly the warning flashes

Across the stormy night
The streamliner of tomorrow
Streaks toward the flood-swollen gorge
*

Ahead

*

#
.

.

swirling

tempest

Unheard above its thunder
The trestle crumples into the
*

even on a

In this and many

chasm

night like this
on the job

.

.

alongside the rails
guardian signal wire
Will stretch into the murky distance
For

And trained on this wire
From the locomotive cab
Will be eyes that can pierce the
Ears that can hear its warning
Above the thunder
The eyes and ears of
“Intelectron”
...

high

pioneers in ultra
frequency beam
,

more

estab¬

lished a commercial com¬
munications
link across
the English Channel using
a beam of 1,100,kilo¬
cycles.
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Federal

other

ways
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.

dark

and made

By I T & T’s manufacturing associate
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.

A

transmission who
than a decade ago

.

#

“Intelectron”
Will some day serve
A world at peace
With equipment designed

*

One watchman will be

I TfrT.

.

.

Unseen in the

But

.

A hand goes to the brakes
And the night express
Grinds to an unscheduled stop

.

#

Meanwhile
“Intelectron’s”
Aerial navigation and landing systems
Communications and broadcasting equipment
Marine direction finders
Radio mbes
And industrial electronic apparatus
Are helping hasten that day

Telephone and Radio Corporation
Newark, N. /.

zManufacturing Associate oft

International Telephone

ano

Teleoraph Corporation

Copyright 19ii. Internatixmol Telephone

and Telegraph Corporation
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AMERICANIZATION OF THE
AMERICAN
{Continued from

page

353)

$1.50 in Chilean money). With the economical in¬
stinct in her race she was estimating only the mate¬
rial value which had been scorned, without realizing
the significance of elegance in that gesture, so natu¬
ral now in those who make it but which originated
in the desire to show the indifference and the frugal¬

ity of

a

refined

person

who is also conscious of the

need of feeling entitled to squander, like the rich,
as I deduced on reading in the novel “A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn” that the mother of the heroine, almost

poverty-stricken, allowed the child to let her cup
of coffee get cold and then throw it down the drain,
permitting herself the luxury of wasting at least a
little something.
That trait seemed to me to be
tvpical of the American in recent transformation.
The almost excessive use of “I am sorry,” or of
“You are welcome” reveal a long-extant preoccupa¬
tion over being courteous as a person must be who

A NEIGHBORHOOD

of nations
• NEVER

BEFORE

considers himself educated, and

has the "brotherhood of

so close to
reality as it is today. For
tremendously accentuated international
aviation’s pre-war progress. When peace returns,
the world will indeed become a neighborhood of
nations. London and Paris—for example—will
he a mere 10 hours from NewYork—Chungking,

man” been
war

has

China, 20 hours from San Francisco. Business in
every part

of the globe will be handled

person¬

ally by Clipper. Technical advances will bring
fares within reach
When the

war

f the average man.
is won. Pan American’s 230,000,c

000 miles of

over-ocean flight experience, plus its
equipment and trained personnel, will be speedily

diverted to providing widespread distribution
the world’s culture, science, and goods.

of

so

the measured

good manners and sobri¬
the result of a thousand
small brave repressions in these children of Eu¬
ropeans who always have an ideal model before
their eyes doing its hidden work as if a voice—the
voice of the English America of Americanization—
were saying to them: in order to be American it is
not enough to learn English, it is necessary to be
educated, to be temperate, to be pure, to be active,
gesture, the soft voice, the
ety in eating, which are

to

be

over

clean, to be truthful, to be
and above these qualities, to

honorable; and

have

a

spirit of

cooperation and tolerance.
What

cannot

be

expected from

a

people who, be¬

it wanted to,

succeeded in being American—
that is, to be what it considers the greatest and best
cause

thing in the world?

PAX AXlERiCJlSf WORLD AIRWAVX

REPORT ON PENDING
LEGISLATION
(Continued

from

page

351)

and facilities of other departments and agencies and
coordination of activities abroad of the United States
under a Foreign Service for the United States uni¬
fied under the guidance of the Department of State.”
The legislation is believed to be a forward step
toward the ultimate goal of a fully democratic Serv¬
ice.

Obviously, it falls short of this goal, as did
May 24, 1924, the Act of February 23,
1931, and its subsequent amendments, all of which,
however, contributed to the splendid service which
it is our constant aim to improve.
Unfortunately,
the Act of

THE SYSTEM OF THE CLIPPERS
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WESTINGHOUSE
INTERNATIONAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY
is

pleased

to announce

the formation of

an

Import Department
which will engage in General
Mr.

H.

C.

Import Business

Marsh, Manager

O

Westinghouse initiates this new departmental activity
in the hope that

a

wider scope

new,

it will enable the Company to offer

of service to its friends hoth old and

and places this service wholly at their disposal.

o

o

•

•

e

Address all communications to

Import Department

Westinghouse Electric International Company
40 Wall Street
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•

New York 5,
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sand is

runiiijig fast in the liourglass, and with the
inponderables of an election year and the possibil¬
ity of an early adjournment of the Congress, time
may prove too short to achievement of this legisla¬
tion during the current session of the Congress.
However, Congressman Sol Bloom is making ever)
effort in our behalf, and it is to be hoped that the
Subcommittee appointed by Senator Tom Connallv,
and headed by Senator.T. Francis Green, will simil¬
arly be disposed favorably to consider substitution
of the House Bill when it passes

that body for the Sen¬

draft, which is identical with earlier H. R. 4312.
H. R. 4324, which was introduced in the House
on March 3, 1944, and referred to the Committee

Emblems

of
Quality Petoleum
Products

ate

on

Foreign Affairs, having as its purpose the ex¬
of the world of programs

tension to other nations

mutual understanding and cooperation
general character similar to that developed and
maintained with the American Republics under the
authority of the Act of August 9, 1939, has been
deferred after preliminary bearings, in deference
to legislation currently receiving the attention of
the Committee on Foreign Affairs and considered to
be of utmost urgency. It is to be hoped that hear¬
ings on this Bill will be resumed in sufficient time
to permit of appropriations to be sought under the
enabling legislation, when enacted, to finance mod¬
est programs begun in China and the Near East
to

promote

in

SOCOUY-VACVJCM

wdth funds made available from the President’s
Emergency Fund, in comparatively recent months.
H. R. 4988 was introduced on June 8, 1944, and
referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs, pro¬
viding “For the relief of certain officers and em¬
ployees of the Foreign Service of the United States
who, while in the course of their respective duties,
suffered losses of personal property by reason of
war
conditions.
No hearings have as yet been
heard on this Bill, but there is reason to believe its
legislative course wall not be difficult, particularly
as within recent months similar legislation received
the favorable consideration of the Congress which

appropriated funds for the reimbursement of losses
sustained by personnel under similar circumstances.
1 shall look forward to providing further reports
from time to time as the situation develops.

THE BOOKSHELF
(Continued from page 368J

the Indian problem if he were
untouchable leader capable of
speaking for any number of his fellows, condemns
both Gandhi and the latter’s efforts in this regard.
In summary, “Indian Crisis” tells much about
India and tells it briefly and entertainingly. It
omits, however, much which should be told if a
true understanding of the Indian picture is to be
the complexity of
told that the only

had.
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representatives of
Departments, the
Acting Secretary of State, Edward R.
Stettinius, on behalf of this Govern¬
ment, presented this morning to the
Minister of Denmark, the Honorable
Henrik de Kauffmann, the Legion of
In the presence of
the War and Navy

Merit medals and their citations which
have been awarded with the approval
of the President to Captain Ib Poulsen,

Corporal Marius Jensen, and, post¬
humously, to Patrolman Eli Knudsen
for exceptionally meritorious conduct
in the performance of outstanding ser¬
as
members of the Northwest
Greenland Sledge Patrol operating in
collaboration with the Greenland Base

vices

Command, United States Army. A Ger¬
man

base in Greenland

was

discovered

early in 1943 by a Sledge Patrol group.
The patrol was attacked by the Ger¬
mans
but managed to report its dis¬
covery to the American military au¬
thorities.

NEWS FROM THE FIELD
{Continued from

page

Rayens; three new Assistant Military Attaches,
namely Lieutenant Colonel Sigurd J. Arnesen, Ma¬
jor Robert W. Wood and Major A. Wayne Wonderley; the new Air Attache and erstwhile pilot of the
famous “Susie Q” the much-decorated Lieutenant
Colonel Felix M. Hardison and the Assistant Air
Attache Major Arthur Conradi, Jr., of Guadalcanal

fame; the Legation’s first Financial Attache, Iver
C. Olsen; and an attache representing the FEA,
Melvin

Fagen.

In addition to the

above,

a

number of other

peo¬

ple have been added to the Legation’s staff but space
scarcely permits the mention of all of them. The
American colony in Sweden is growing by leaps and
bounds—which is not such a figure of speech as it
may seem, for the majority of them have arrived
unexpectedly while attempting to complete the re¬
turn section of a round-trip by plane between Eng¬
land and certain European scenic points.
Life as a member of the Legation staff continues
to offer the combination of interesting work within
the Festung Europa and most of the amenities of
peacetime living—at a price. Stockholm’s advan¬
tages as an observation point are gaining increas¬
ing recognition in the number of American journal¬
ists assigned here, and among the correspondents
are many familiar faces from other times and posts.
While work has, of course, been the absorbing in¬
July, 1944

of all of us, some time has been available for
recreation or plans of recreation. The breach in
the Stockholm sports world created by Winthrop
Greene’s departure is being ably filled by Eritz
Prokosch and George Brewer of the Press Section,
who are proving themselves as adept with the rac¬
terest

363)

with the pen. Despite the fact that while
being written flurries of snow fill the air,
Harry Carlson, after a winter of rigorous in-door
training, has already made his spring debut on the
links. May first is the traditional day for launching
sailboats in Sweden, and this summer the Legation’s
flotilla will consist of Rob McClintock’s fancy new
boat, a hulk which Karl Jensen insists is seaworthy,
a boat owned by George Larsen and Fred Thuren,
quet as

this is

the “Yankee

Clipper” of Morris, McKillop and

West, and the “Jeep” of Hanson and Elliott.
An

account

of Stockholm activities would

not

be

complete without a report from the matrimonial—
or, rather, prematrimonial—front. During January
Francis Cunningham’s Swiss financee joined Paul
Pearson’s Danish fiancee in the United States. The
same month Henry Hanson’s engagement to a beau¬
tiful and charming Swedish girl, Mildred Bernsten,
was

announced, and according to latest reports, she

has now arrived in the United States. The fourth
FSO to brave Executive Order No. 8396 is George

West, whose engagement to Dolly Ippen,

girl,
your

a Gzech
recently announced. As to her attractions,
correspondent modestly remains silent.

was

G. W.

L., Jr.
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as always, the Great White Fleet
proud to be serving the Americas
proud
to be wearing wartime grey as it carries out
government orders necessary for Victory and
the protection of the entire Western Hemi¬
sphere. Tomorrow, it will be ready to resume
its place in the trade and travel between the

is

.

.

.

United States and Middle America.

UNITED

FRUIT COMPANY

page
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below, and who may take the entrance
examinations if they wish to remain in the For¬
eign Service/^ (Those not able to pass the examina¬
tions, or not desiring to attempt them, may in many
instances be useful additions—at appropriate sal¬
aries—to the expanded administrative and fiscal
service, provided for in another section of H.R.
4312.1
There may also be eliminated some 65 of¬
ficers in the non-specialist group who are 45 years
of age or over. Many of those not already account¬
ed for may also be eliminated because they are suc¬
cessful business or professional men who will wish
to return to private life after the war, and have no
interest in remaining in the Foreign Service.
As far as the 40 are concerned, it is to be noted
that the Foreign Service Auxiliary contains a small
group of highly competent economic officers, some
of them from the former Foreign Commerce Serv¬
ice and some from academic or business life, who
are temperamentally
and intellectually well suited
for Foreign Service work. Many Foreign Service
Officers know who they are, have observed the ex¬
cellent service they have rendered during the war,
and realize that their services will, during the post¬
emergency period, be as badly needed as they are
now.
They will, if brought into the Foreign Serv¬
ice by the Board of Foreign Service Personnel after
careful scrutiny of qualifications and records, be
able to help the Foreign Service substantially in its
efforts to meet post-war tasks creditably. Success
in those efforts must be the greatest goal of the
Foreign Service.
or

*It is to he noted that the Moses-Linthicum Act prescribes
entry into the unclassified grade after examinations, but does not
require entrance at the bottom of that grade.

VISITORS
The following visitors called at the Department
during the past month:
May

Richard A. Johnson, London

2

John B. Brady,

2
2
2
2

Valparaiso
Leahy

Eleanor L.
Maxine Payne
Arthur Bliss Lane, Bogota
Ruth C. Colburn
Neel Parks, Baghdad
Doris E. Penn, Naples
Donald H. Nichols, Addis Ababa
William Bruce Lockling, Panama
__

Margaret E. Miller, Tehran
Charles E. Hulick, Jr., Cairo
Paul J. Kann, Istanbul
Charles C. Carson, Lima
398

2

3
4
4

4
4
4
4

5
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Renwick S. McNiece, Horta
Richard F. Boyce, Habana
Basil F. Macgowan, Hamilton
Arthur B. Merrill, Addis Ababa
Meta Lorraine McAvoy

Gallman, London
John C. Vorrath, Jr., Leopoldville

5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6

James G. McCarger, Ciudad Trujillo

6

Louise Mary Rhodes
Frances A. Elliott
Denise Biedermann
Sara P. Gibson
Demetra Panagos, Algiers
Gilbert J. Brown
Richard V. Benson, Chungking

8
8
8
8
8
8

Jack Perlman, Brazzaville
W. J.

J. Webb Benton, Leopoldville

9
9
9
9
9

Gwendolyn L. Martin, Madrid
George Kennan, London
Evelyn J. Estervog, Madrid

9
10
10

K. K. Braun
Hazel Holmgren,

10
10
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

Amy Porterfield, Madrid
Iris M. Herrod, Beirut
Edward S. Parker, Mexico

Santiago
Avery Peterson, London
Rosemary M. Rowe, Brisbane
Nicholas Hardy
John F. O’Grady, New Delhi
Dewey Paul Benishek
Robert R. Cunningham, Algiers
William L.

Peck, Palermo

Jean Ryan, Caracas
Ethel Keyser-Got, Algiers
Mariana E. Miller, Algiers

Fay Boyle, Mexico City
Sam E. Boaz, Birmingham
Lee Murray, London
Lois M. Lange, London
Max W. Bishop, Colombo
Ruth B. Morgan
M. N. Cootes
Rena Libera
Wm. Frank Lebus, Jr.,
Anne Ludlow, Madrid

Spain

Mary Klemevtik, London
S. Walter Washington,
Paul C. Betts

Stockholm

Amy Alice Reeves
Edward J. Rowell, Rio

___

15
15
15
15

Dorothy J. Vanderwart
John B. Brody, Valparaiso

15

James Somerville

15

H. D. Robison, Cairo
Stella E. Nicholson, Guayaquil

16

G. Meekins

16
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William H. Webster,
Forrest Miller
Marian Babcock
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Agnes I. White, Moscow
Taylor, Algiers
Margaret H. Alvarez, Habana

16
16
17

Linton Crook, Ireland
Frances Page
Gordon H. Mattison, Cairo
Irene 1. Guise, London
^
Manson Gilbert, Ganada
Paul B. Eaton
William Robert Kapp, Guatemala
Helen Elaine Peterson
Katherine Jane Hicks
Helen M. Howan
Isabel Hinson
A. W. Gbapman, Sao Paulo

17

Bernice McMillan
William Bruce Lockling,

Telephone—National 0913
Write

16
16

of the "Insurance Guida.”

the peoples of the Americas,
Chase National Bank today is in the

among

are

fostering Pan-American relations by the

travel.

THE CHASE NATIONAL BANK

19
22

19

Donald R. Barton

22

22

Fred
Glenn

22
22
22
22
23

...

Varik Nohle McComber

23

Dudley E. Cypheres, Brazil

23
23

23

23
23

Margaret E. Cornelius

24

Antonette R. Blilie, London
Norman G. Swift, Stockholm

24

Corporation

Wm. 0.

I
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19

James H. Anderson

Robert C.
Lillian K.
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Member Federal Deposit Insurance

19

22
22
22

24
24
24
24

Frank T. Buchner
Leland Morris, Iran
Inez McLeod, Lisbon
S. Philips, Panama
S. Roger Tyler, Jr., Costa Rica
Alice Soelberg, Madrid
John B. Dorsh, Santiago
Weldon Litsey, Barranquilla
Katherine Sharp, London
Kenneth Patton, New Zealand

Long active in promoting commercs

18

19

Panama

Philip H. Burris, Lima
M. Crouling, Naples
Walter N. Orebaugh

promotion of trade and

_

Mary A. Denneby..
Evelyn R. Manning

Beth E. Davis
Iva J. Jones, London
Norma H. Darling, London
Helen Ellis

vanguard of those institutions which

17
18

20
20

Glausing
Abbey, New Delhi
Mary Edith O’Brien
Mr. & Mrs. Herman H. Barger
Henry T. Anderson

the

17
17

Jean D. Brennan

Eugene Halley, Acting Manager
1415 K

16

Eunice

♦

The

La Paz

Keeler

24

24
25

25
26
26
27
27
27
27
27

Huffman, New Delhi
Thome, Spain

Vandenburk, Lima

Fans, Madrid

,

27
27
27
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a world War to make
us here at home realize that
dependent
had thought.
that our own
home-grown products are as good as —
in

some

ways we are

not as

upon foreign sources as we
We have frequently found

and often better than —those we once

imported

as a matter

that American vintners have

People in the States used to believe that
only European wines could measure up
to every standard of excellence. Perhaps
they were not aware that the climate and
soil of California is comparable to that
of the most famous French vineyards;

tradition

days.
surprise, when other sources
were cut off, they found that American
wines are often superior to the imported
peacetime products. We know this be¬
cause unbiased
experts say so —and be¬
To their

cause

of course.

One such instance is California wine.
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